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ABSTRACT

The advent of online platforms dramatically changed the way people create and

communicate content. In online social media, users can easily share information

that thousands of peers may consume almost immediately. Moreover, the unique

features offered by online social platforms also allow immediate feedback and

interactions, creating the perfect environment for the proliferation of an intense

debate around controversial topics. Nevertheless, this new and disintermediated

type of communication and platforms’ feed algorithms may influence the dynam-

ics of online discussion, creating a fertile environment for the formation of clusters

of users reinforcing their opinion through repeated interactions called echo cham-

bers.

In this thesis, we study the debate around controversial topics in online social

media, such as political elections and disease outbreaks, and analyze the factors

influencing its dynamics. We also assess the impact of unsubstantiated rumors

and measure the shift in polarization around political elections. Finally, we com-

pare the effect of echo chambers around several topics and across different social



xiv

media and quantify the online infodemic concurrent with the recent pandemic.

In our studies, we find evidence that users tend to cluster together into groups

with opposite opinions around debated topics and consume information adhering

to their system of beliefs. This characteristic appears to dominate the informa-

tion consumption dynamics in online social media, influencing the spread of both

confirmed news and unsubstantiated rumors.
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SOMMARIO

La nascita di piattaforme online tramite cui condividere informazioni con una

platea virtualmente illimitata ha radicalmente cambiato il modo di comunicare.

Attraverso i social media, chiunque è in grado di creare contenuti che non solo

sono fruiti quasi in tempo reale da migliaia di utenti, ma che, grazie alle funzioni

offerte dalle varie piattaforme online, possono ottenere un feedback immediato

tramite commenti e reazioni. Questa modalita’ di comunicazione veloce e disin-

termediata, da un lato, fornisce il mezzo perfetto per la proliferazione di dibattiti

su temi controversi, dall’altro, grazie anche alla presenza di algoritmi che riducono

la diversita’ dei contenuti a cui un utente è esposto, crea l’ambiente perfetto per la

formazione di gruppi ideologicamente omogenei di persone, definiti echo cham-

bers. In questi ambienti, grazie a ripetute interazioni con altri ideologicamente

affini, gli utenti sono esposti a una visione parziale e omogenea dell’argomento

dibattuto, che li porta a rinforzare la propria opinione preesistente e ignorare po-

sizioni contrarie.

Questa tesi si pone l’obiettivo di analizzare molteplici aspetti che influenzano
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il dibattito online. In particolare, è stata studiata l’evoluzione del dibattito nei

social media riguardo argomenti controversi quali elezioni politiche e pandemia,

evoluzione della polarizzazione e impatto di notizie non verificate sulle elezioni

presidenziali americane, la presenza di echo chambers in varie piattaforme e at-

torno diversi argomenti di dibattito; è stata inoltre misurata la magnitudo dell’

“infodemia” concomitante con la recentente pandemia. Lo studio dimostra come

gli utenti, quando dibattono sui social media attorno ad argomenti controversi, ten-

dono ad aggregarsi in fazioni ideologicamente opposte, consumando informazioni

che rinforzano la loro visione e ignorando altri punti di vista. Questa caratteristica

sembra dominare il consumo di informazioni online, influenzando la diffusione

sia di contenuti fondati sia di informazioni non verificate.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Online social media platforms allow us to create and communicate content to an

incredible amount of people and these interactions are the source of a huge amount

of information about several users’ characteristics. Thus, these digital traces can

be exploited to study people’s behavior in online social media and this new per-

spective attracted many researchers from various disciplines proposing different

approaches to enhance this emerging field.

In this thesis, we use several techniques to perform quantitative analyses of

social media data for studying different aspects of users’ behavior on online plat-

forms. In particular, we rely on complex network theory to highlight interaction

structures among users, we use a source-based approach to estimate misinforma-

tion circulation, we perform statistical analysis on information diffusion patterns

and use epidemiological models to mimic the news spreading dynamic, and we

employ artificial intelligence techniques to perform semantic analysis on text. The

scope of this work is to understand the role that several factors have in the diffusion

of information, ranging from the characteristic of the content itself to the topolog-

ical aspect of the diffusion network and the impact of the automated accounts and
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suggestion algorithms.

1.1 State of the Art

The advent of the internet has radically changed many aspects of our daily life.

Nowadays, people use online resources in the most diverse areas of their life, from

work to entertainment. One of the most renewed aspects is how users access, con-

sume and interact with information. In the past, the information flow, and thus the

agenda setting, was mainly unidirectional from the source (such as newspapers

or tv programs) to the audience. Now, people are not just exposed to a plethora

of different information sources but can also produce, share and communicate

their original contents in a disintermediated, or at least algorithm mediated, way.

Throughout online social media, users can create and share contents potentially

with the entire society. Moreover, the unique features implemented in such plat-

forms allow users to interact among themselves and receive immediate feedback

on what they publish.

This new way of producing and sharing content dramatically changed the paradigm

of accessing and consuming information: it democratized the information market

potentially making every user also a publisher. However, this change in the infor-

mation consumption dynamic brought new potential threats to the public society.

In particular, disinformation and misinformation, that is, the spread of inaccurate
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or false information, has become a problem of primary interest to the point that

the World Economic Forum listed it as one of the most critical threats of our soci-

ety [1].

Thus, the spread of fake news has attracted the attention of many researchers

from various fields and several aspects of rumors spreading dynamics and online

news consumption have been investigated. In particular, one thread of research

focused on the data-driven modeling of factors influencing the spreading of true

and false news. In [2] authors studied the spreading of rumors on Facebook and

showed that polarization is one of the main drivers of news spreading. Authors

of [3] studied the news consumption pattern on Facebook showing that users tend

to interact with a limited set of pages, while Cinelli et al. investigated the users’

news consumption and find that selective exposure, i.e. the tendency of users to ac-

quire only information that adheres to their beliefs, dominates the Facebook news

consumption patters [4]. Also, authors of [5] studied the news consuming behav-

ior of 10 million of Facebook users and found that the exposure to ideologically

diverse content is limited by personal choices more than algorithmic factors.

Together with the analysis of users’ news consumption patterns, which high-

lighted the role of human behaviors such as selective exposure and selection bias

in limiting the exposition to opposite opinions, researchers also studied the topo-

logical structures that influence the spread of information and misinformation.
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Echo Chambers. One of the most popular concepts in this area is the idea

of echo chambers [2], [6]–[10]. Intuitively, an echo chamber can be defined as

a group of users that interact among themselves on a debated topic and reinforce

their opinion due to repeated contacts with others sharing the same beliefs. Re-

cently, both the existence and the impact on the news spreading dynamics of echo

chambers have been questioned [11]–[13] revealing that the debate about such a

structure and its possible effect on news consumption dynamics is still open in the

academic community.

Social Bots. Another aspect that has attracted the attention of researchers is the

influence of automated accounts on the spread of true and false news. Authors of

[14] compared the spread of information and misinformation in Twitter and found

that automated accounts (bot) play a limited role, while in [15] authors claim that

bots play a substantial role in the spread of low credibility content. These opposite

results may derive from the different definitions of what misinformation is and

show that more research has to be done to clarify online spreading dynamics [16].

Misinformation and Society. All the attention academics dedicated in study-

ing misinformation and the conditions that may foster its spreading is justified by

the importance this phenomenon has on the public society. Indeed, the influence

of social media in various aspects of the public society such as political election,

behavior adoption, and so on, has been not clarified yet and concerns about the
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possible negative effects on the democratic process have been raised. For ex-

ample, researchers studied the influence of fake news and bots on the 2016 U.S.

presidential election on Twitter and found that bots and misinformation may have

harmed the online debate [17]. However, Bovet et al. found that users’ propen-

sity to consume fake news may depend on their political leaning [18] and authors

of [19] showed that misinformation is consumed mainly by a small portion of

users with well-defined characteristics. Nevertheless, the concern about the neg-

ative influence of social media on the outcome of political elections has been so

high that in 2019 Twitter announced it would not allow any political advertise-

ment on the platform [20]. The influence of fake news and bots on the public

debate has been under the attention of governments and academia also in many

other circumstances, such as Brexit and 2019 European elections [21]–[23]. More

recently, the concern about the impact of misinformation about COVID-19 has

been so high that WHO immediately launched an online platform to mitigate the

phenomenon [24].

The spread of misinformation and its consequences are not the only threats that

online social media could bring to public society, but also the fragmentation of the

online ecosystem into echo chambers with opposite views has been a reason of

concern for the public society [25]. Indeed, the idea that online social media may

foster polarization and increase the ideological distance between opposite factions
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has gained momentum due to events such as the Pittsburgh synagogue shooting

or the Christchurch mosque shooting [26]. For example, in the first case, the au-

thor of the attack was very active on Gab, a far-right social media that performs

little control on the content posted [27], and the same platform has been consid-

ered responsible for the dissemination of the video of the Christchurch attack[28].

More recently, social media have been suspected to have fostered the capitol hill

riot [29], [30], where some Trump supporters occupied the United States Capitol

to stop the formalization of Joe Biden’s victory. Part of the public opinion consid-

ered this event as the consequence of the tweets and declaration made by Trump

in the months before the formalization date in which he sustained the presence of

electoral fraud and denied to admit Joe Biden victory [31]. Trump was also for-

mally impeached for “incitement of insurrection” by the U.S. Congress, moreover

Facebook and Twitter banned his account because “the risks of allowing President

Trump to continue to use our service during this period are simply too great” [32]

and “due to the risk of further incitement of violence” [33]. This unprecedented

decision on the one hand triggered the protests against “Big Tech censorship” [34],

on the other hand, highlighted the lack of understanding and regulation of the in-

terplay between online social media and offline public society.
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1.2 Advances

In this thesis, we analyze the online debate around controversial themes of pub-

lic interest, such as political elections or COVID-19 outbreaks, quantifying the

presence and the impact of misinformation on online discussion. We also study

the effect of news feed algorithms on polarization and how they may affect the

spreading of information and misinformation. We rely on data taken from main-

stream social media such as Twitter, Facebook, and Youtube as well as less know

platforms such as Gab. The idea of using digital traces to study users’ online be-

havior can be traced back to [35], in which the concept of computational social

science is introduced. One advantage of this approach is that it allows researchers

to rely on an amount of data that was not available using other research meth-

ods such as surveys or lab experiments. Moreover, some psychology and social

sciences studies that exploited surveys or lab experiments as research technique

may suffer from reproducibility issue [36], [37]. Recently, through the analysis

of social media data, researches obtained relevant insights on various aspects of

online human behavior, such as bounds on the users’ maximum number of con-

tacts [38], news diet and selection bias [4], [5], polarization around debated topics

and controversial events[3], [18], [39]–[41], and echo chambers [42]–[44]. Never-

theless, the debate in the academic community is still open and several aspects of
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users’ online behavior are still to be clarified. For instance, most of these studies

focused only on one platform, and hence their result may not hold for other social

media. Second, the environment itself is subject to changes over time: social plat-

forms may occasionally modify their feed algorithms, their policy on the contents

allowed, or their features. Although caution should be taken when generalizing

the knowledge obtained from social media data, research exploiting this method-

ology is providing us important insights on events, such as political elections or

COVID-19 outbreak, in almost real-time.

In this thesis, we present a series of works addressing different aspects of online

social media. First, we study the interaction patterns of different public figures

during the 2019 European elections, showing the limited circulation fake news

had during the electoral campaign. Second, we analyze the difference in the debate

around the 2016 and 2020 U.S. presidential elections on Twitter, assessing the role

of automated accounts and quantifying the differences in terms of polarization. We

continue our study with a comparative analysis of the polarization and the echo

chamber effect on four social media around several debated topics, highlighting

clues for the feed algorithms effect on users’ segregation. Finally, we analyze the

dramatic increase in the amount of news about COVID-19 shared at the beginning

of the first virus outbreak, focusing on the differences and similarities in the spread

dynamic of information and misinformation.
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Our research shows that users tend to cluster into groups with homogeneous

beliefs around debated topics. Such a structure, called echo chambers, may be

fostered by different factors, one of which is the platform feed algorithms. Indeed,

a stronger feed algorithm may enhance the segregation of users according to their

beliefs and reduce the exposure to opposite contents, fostering the echo chamber

effect. Moreover, we found that online misinformation tends to circulate among

specific clusters of users and its volume is far lower with respect to reliable in-

formation. In general, most users rarely interact with misinformation sources, but

some strongly endorse this kind of content and are very prone to share them. This

is coherent with the presence of echo chambers, in some of which misinformation

may easily proliferate. Nevertheless, the limited reach of fake news may be also

the consequence of the policies adopted by online platforms to limit the spread of

such contents. Finally, our results about the COVID-19 debate show that misin-

formation and reliable information have comparable spreading patterns. Although

the share of misinformation circulating changes from platform to platform, the

dynamic diffusion is the same for both reliable and questionable contents.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follow: Chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5 are dedicated

to the works about 2019 European Elections, U.S. 2020 presidential election, echo

chamber effect, and COVID-19 infodemic respectively. In chapter 5 conclusions

and future work are presented, while in Appendices A,B and C reports tables and
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statistics of the dataset used in the studies.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS AND DATASETS

The works presented in this thesis required several techniques to gather and ana-

lyze the datasets. In this section, we present an overview of the methods used for

downloading, processing, and analyzing the data.

2.1 Data Download

This section is dedicated to summarizing the techniques used for gathering data

from different platforms, which can vary from the use of official API to scrap-

ing. However, to be compliant with the legislation and the terms of services only

publicly available information has been downloaded from each platform.

2.1.1 Twitter

Twitter provides an official API documented at https://developer.twitter.

com/en/docs to retrieve different contents. Their API allows searching for

tweets matching specific keywords, users details, follower-following relationships,

and engagement information. However, Twitter applies limitations in terms of

both the rate limit and the amount of information that can be downloaded.

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs
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2.1.2 Reddit

Reddit provides an official API that allows access to several types of publicly

available content, such as submissions and subreddit data, user information, and

engagement details. Moreover, the website https://pushshift.io/ pro-

vides a near real-time mirroring of all public available Reddit content, accessible

via a registration-free API.

2.1.3 Facebook

Facebook provided the Facebook Graph API to access their publicly available

data. Together with data on public available posts, this API allowed to retrieve

also user-level information, such as likes on posts, replies, and so on. Currently,

this API has been dismissed.

2.1.4 Gab

Gab does not have any officially documented API, but it is still possible to down-

load data directly querying the website. However, the rate limit bounds severely

impact the amount of information accessible. To overcome this problem, we de-

veloped a multi IP parallel crawler to stream all the contents in near real-time.

Moreover, a dataset containing one year of Gab post is available at the website

https://pushshift.io/.

https://pushshift.io/
https://pushshift.io/
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2.1.5 Instagram

Since no official API are available for Instagram data, we built our process to

collect public content related to our keywords and we manually took notes of

posts, comments to populate the Instagram Dataset.

2.1.6 Youtube

Youtube data can be collected with the official API documented at https://

developers.google.com/youtube/v3. This API provides access to dif-

ferent contents such as channel information, comments under videos, and video

statistics. Although it is not possible to directly search for videos containing one

or more keywords in the title or description, an endpoint that returns a list of video

related to specific keywords is provided.

2.2 Quantitative Techniques

In this section, we provide an overview of the various techniques we used to ana-

lyze the data. To overcome the heterogeneous challenges faced in our research, we

adopt several methods from different sectors such as computer science, complex

networks theory, statistics, epidemiology, and machine learning.

https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
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2.2.1 Network Representation

In our work, we frequently use network representation to represent interaction pat-

terns among entities. We build directed and undirected networks to characterize

relationships among users, while we rely on bipartite networks to represent rela-

tionships between users and other entities.

Directed networks are built using, for instance, retweets, follower-following,

or other interaction information. In such cases, nodes represent users and edges

represent interactions. Edges’ direction can vary depending on the type of the

considered relationship and the purpose of the study.

Undirected networks are used to represent symmetric relationships such as co-

commenting or co-liking. In these networks, nodes represent users, and two users

are connected if and only if they performed the same action, for example com-

menting under the same post. In such cases, the direction of an edge is not mean-

ingful nor possible to assess.

Bipartite networks are used to represent interactions between different types

of entities, for example between users and posts or users and domains. In these

cases, the two entities are represented by two different types of nodes and edge

representing relationships between entities can connect only nodes of two different

types.
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2.2.2 Similarity Network Analysis

In our work, we use similarity network analysis to identify clusters of influential

users based on the audience they reach. For each user i in the set of I={1, . . . , in},

called the set of influencers, we create a vector ~Si of size U , where U is the size

of the set of unique users in our dataset. Given a user u ∈ U and and influencers i,

the element siu of vector ~Si defines the number of times user u has interacted with

influencer i. We define the adjacency matrix A of size I× I for our similarity net-

works by setting ai,j to the cosine similarity between vectors ~Si and ~Sj. It follows

that the higher the cosine similarity, the more users have the similar number of in-

teractions for influencers i, j. An undirected weighted network is created using the

adjacency matrix A and communities are detected by the Louvain algorithm [45].

We quantify the severity of community splitting using two measures of separa-

tion between communities. The first is modularity, which computes the sum of the

difference between the fraction of edges within each community and such fraction

expected within this community in a random network with the same number of

nodes and edges. This metric has a range of [−0.5, 1] [46]. A positive value in-

dicates the presence of communities separated from each other, and the closer the

modularity is to 1, the stronger communities are separated.

The second measure uses the normalized cut, which is the sum of the weights
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of every edge that links a pair of communities divided by the sum of the weights of

all edges. The result has a range of [0, 1] where the smaller the value, the stronger

the separation among communities.

2.2.3 Latent Ideology

The latent ideology estimation allows inferring the ideological position of users

around a debated topic and is based on users’ interactions such as likes, retweets,

mentions, comments, and so on. It follows the method developed in [12], [47], and

we use correspondence analysis [48] (CA) to infer users’ ideological positions, as

done in [12].

Let A be the adjacency matrix of the network between a set of users called

influencers and all the users that interacted with them. The element aij of A is

equal to the number of times user i interacted with influencer j.

The CA method is executed in the following steps [49]. The matrix of standard-

ized residuals of the adjacency matrix is computed as S = D
−1/2
r (P− rc)D

−1/2
c ,

where P = A(
∑

ij aij)
−1 is the adjacency matrix normalized by the total num-

ber of interactions, r = P1 is the vector of row sums, c = 1TP is the vector of

column sums, Dr = diag(r) and Dc = diag(c). Using the standardized residuals

allows the inference to account for the variation of popularity and activity of the

influencers and the users, respectively [12]. Then, a SVD is computed such that
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S = UDαV
T with UUT = VVT = I and Dα being a diagonal matrix with the

singular values on its diagonal. The positions of the users are given by the standard

row coordinates: X = D
−1/2
r U where we only consider the first dimension, cor-

responding to the largest singular value. Finally, the ideological positions of the

users are found by standardizing the row coordinates to have a mean of zero and a

standard deviation of one. The ideological position of the influencers is given by

the median of the weighted positions of their audience.

2.2.4 User’s Leaning

In our work, one of the most frequently required tasks is the quantification of

users’ leaning around debated topics through the analysis of the content they pro-

duced. We measure the individual leaning of a user i toward a specific topic xi

through the analysis of the content it produced. Let ai be the number of contents

produced by user i and define Ci = {c1, c2, . . . , cai} as the set of all contents pro-

duced by i. The individual leaning of user i can be defined as the average of the

leanings of produced contents,

xi ≡
∑ai

j=1 cj

ai
. (2.1)
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2.2.5 Homophily in the Interaction Network

Given a network of users, homophily can be defined as the nodes’ tendency to

interact with others with similar characteristics. In network terms, this translates

into a node i with a given leaning xi more likely to be connected with nodes with a

leaning close to xi [10]. In our studies, this concept can be quantified by defining,

for each user i, the average leaning of their neighborhood, as:

xNi ≡
1

k→i

∑
j

Aijxj (2.2)

where Aij is the adjacency matrix of the interaction network, Aij = 1 if there is a

link from node i to node j, Aij = 0 otherwise, and k→i =
∑

j Aij is the out-degree

of node i. The presence of homophily is assessed by studying the relationship

xi ∼ xNi .

2.2.6 Dynamic Information Spreading Model

To model the spreading dynamics of news and rumors, we leverage on the SIR

model. In the SIR model, each agent can be susceptible, infectious, or recovered.

Susceptible users may become infectious upon contact with infected neighbors,

with a specific transmission probability β, and infectious users can recover with

probability ν. We run the SIR dynamics on the interaction networks of users
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starting the epidemic process with only one node i infected and stopping it when

no more infectious nodes are left.

The set of nodes in a recovered state at the end of the dynamics started with user

i as a seed of infection, i.e., those that become aware of the information initially

propagated by user i forms the set of influence of user i, Ii [50]. We define the

average leaning of the set of influence of user i, µi, as

µi ≡ |Ii|−1
∑
j∈Ii

xj. (2.3)

To analyze the impact of users’ leaning on information spreading, we define

the average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x

and study the relationships 〈µ(x)〉 ∼ x.

2.2.7 Topic Modeling

In our study, we apply topic modeling to analyze the context around online de-

bates. We build word embeddings for the text corpus and then we cluster words

by the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm on their vector representa-

tions to assess the topics around which the perception of the COVID-19 debate is

concentrated.

Our word embeddings are the distributed representations of words learned by

neural networks in which each word is represented as a vector in Rn. This repre-
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sentation has the property that similar words are embedded into vectors close to

each other. Skip-gram model [51] is used to construct word embedding for each

corpus. Given the sequence of words w1, w2, . . . , wT that is the representation of

a content, stochastic gradient descent with gradient computed through backpropa-

gation rule [52] is employed to maximize the average log probability

1

T

T∑
t=1

 k∑
j=−k

log p(wt+j|wt)

 (2.4)

where k is the size of the training window.

The Skip-gram model associates an input and output vectors uw and vw to each

word w.Thus, we define the probability of correctly predicting the word wi given

the word wj as:

p(wi|wj) =
exp

(
uTwi

vwj

)
V∑
l=1

exp
(
uTl vwj

) (2.5)

where V is the number of words in the corpus vocabulary. The training quality is

affected mainly by two parameters, namely the dimensionality of word vectors(i.e.

the dimension of the word embedding representation space) and the size of the

surrounding words window

To increase the performance, preprocessing steps in which we remove special

strings such as urls, stop-words, and other special charters and patterns are per-
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formed.

To identify topics, clustering by using the Partition Around Medioids (PAM)

technique with the cosine distance matrix of words in the vector representation as

proximity metric is performed. The average silhouette width for different values of

the number of clusters k is calculated to select the best values and the cluster sta-

bility is evaluated by computing the average pairwise Jaccard similarity between

clusters based on 90% sub-samples of the data. Lastly, we produce word clouds

to identify the topic of each words cluster.

2.2.8 Epidemiological Models

In our studies, we use two epidemiological models to estimate the infodemic

growth, namely the exponential model of [53] (EXP) and the classical SIR model

[54] (SIR). The exponential model provides an estimate of the basic reproduction

number R0 and has been successfully employed in data-scarce settings and shown

to be on-par with more traditional compartmental models.

The following equation fully describes the model:

I =

[
R0

(1 + d)t

]t
(2.6)

where I is the incidence, t is the number of days, R0 is the basic reproduction

number, and d is a damping factor accounting for the transmissibility reduction
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over time. The other model that is used in our work is the classical SIR model

[54]. In this model, a susceptible population can be infected with a rate β by

coming into contact with infected individuals, but infected individuals can recover

with a rate ν. The following set of differential equations describe the model:

∂tS = −βS · I/N

∂tI = βS · I/N − νI (2.7)

∂tR = νI

where S is the number of susceptible, I is the number of infected and R is the

number of recovered.

R0 = β/ν, also known as the basic reproduction number, corresponds to the

proportion between the rate of infection β and the rate of recovery ν.

The basic reproduction numbers REXP
0 and RSIR

0 for the EXP and the SIR

model are estimated by using least-square estimates of the model parameters[55].

2.3 Data Processing Tools

This section is dedicated to the description of the tools developed and utilized to

manipulate our datasets.
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2.3.1 URL Classification

One common task that is frequently performed on datasets is URL classification.

Relying on third-party data, we build lists of domains related to the online news

outlet that contains information about the level of reliability and other feature of

each source. Thus, from each URL we extract the domains, and then each domain

is classified according to the information in our list if present.

2.3.2 Short URL Resolver

Frequently, URLs are shortened using shortening URL services such as Bitly or

Cuttly. To extract the domain from such type of URL is first necessary to retrieve

the unshortened URL. To resolve shortened URLs, we rely on a tool that sends

head requests over the internet for each shortened URL and stores the answer.

Given the considerable size of our datasets and in order to speed up the process, a

multi-IP parallel approach has been adopted.

2.3.3 Account Geolocation

On online platforms, users may occasionally leave hints about the place they live

and this information can be used to assign them a location.

To perform this task, we exploit several different geolocator services such as

Google Maps, Bing, and GeoNames that offer their services via Web APIs. Thus,
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we identify geographical hints and used them to query one of the available geolo-

cators and associated the corresponding geographic coordinates to the correspond-

ing account.
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CHAPTER 3

QUANTIFYING THE IMPACT OF MISINFORMATION AND BOTS ON

TWITTER 2019 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS ONLINE DEBATE

Fake news and misinformation have been listed to be a major threat to our society

and concerns about the possible impact of fake news on the outcome of political

election have been raised. Moreover, automated account are suspected of fake

news dissemination to influence election results. In this chapter, we analyze the

impact of fake news on the 2019 European Elections on Twitter. In particular,

we followed the activity of accounts owned by users with different roles in the

public society such as politicians, news outlets, and show business personalities.

We considered also recognized fake news spreader and analyze the interactions

with other actors, providing important insight on the role and the impact of fake

news during this election.

3.1 Introduction

The wide diffusion of online social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter

raised concerns about the quality of the information accessed by users and about

the way in which users interact with each other [2], [39], [40], [56]–[60]. Re-
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cently, the chairman of Twitter announced that political advertisements will be

banned from Twitter soon, claiming that our democratic systems are not prepared

to deal with the negative consequences brought by the power and influence of

online advertising campaigns [20]. In this context, a wide body of scientific litera-

ture focused on the influence and on the impact of disinformation and automation

(i.e., social bots) on political elections [14], [17], [18], [41], [61]–[65]. In [18]

the authors studied the impact of fake news on the 2016 US Presidential elections,

finding that users sensitivity to misinformation is linked to their political leaning.

In [61] is highlighted that fake news consumption is limited to a very small frac-

tion of users with well defined characteristics (middle aged, conservative leaning

and strongly engaged with political news). Authors of [14] studied the spreading

of news on Twitter in a 10 years time span and found that, although false news

spread faster and broader than true news, social bots boost false and true news

diffusion at the same rate. The pervasive role of social bots in the spread of disin-

formation was instead reported in [66] for financial discussions, where as much as

71% of users discussing hot US stocks were found to be bots. The effects of fake

and unsubstantiated news affected also the outcome of other important events at in-

ternational level. For instance, the evolution of the Brexit debate on Facebook has

been addressed in [67] where evidence about the effects of echo chambers, confir-

mation bias in news consumption and clustering are underlined. Nevertheless, as
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stated in [16], the conclusions of these and other studies are partially conflicting.

This conflict can be the result of the differences in the definitions of fake news or

misinformation adopted by different authors, that have somewhat contributed in

switching the attention from the identification of fake news to the definition itself.

In particular, authors in [2] and [3] focused their attention on the process that

can boost the spreading of information over social media. In these works, it is

highlighted that phenomena such as selective exposure, confirmation bias and the

presence of echo chambers play a pivotal role in information diffusion and are able

to shape the content diet of users. Given the central role of echo chambers in the

diffusion process, authors of [68] propose a methodology based on users polar-

ization for the early identification of topics that could be used for creating misin-

formation. However, in [69] it is stressed that the phenomenon of echo chambers

can drive the spreading of misinformation and that apparently there are no simple

ways to limit this problem.

Considering the increasing attention paid to the influence of social media on

the evolution of the political debate, it becomes of primary interest to understand,

at a fast pace, how different actors participate in the online debate. Such concerns

were renewed in the view of the US Presidential Election of November 2020 or

the future national elections in EU countries.

The goal of our work is to characterize the information flow among different
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actors that took place in the run up to the last European Parliament elections held

between the 23rd and 26th of May, 2019. According to the European legislation,

every 5 years all the country members of the EU have to hold elections to renovate

their members at the European Parliament. The election can be held in a temporal

window of few days and every state can decide in which days to hold the vot-

ing procedure. During the electoral campaign, concerns about the impact of fake

news on the upcoming European election were risen by several news outlets [21]

and misinformation have been monitored, also thanks to the effort of NGOs, in

different platforms [22]. The EU itself started a joint and coordinated action on

misinformation mitigation [70]. Based on what happened during Brexit and the

US 2016 election, also EU leaders encouraged the adoption of measures at the Eu-

ropean level to counteract the diffusion and impact of Fake News [23]. Additional

evidence of the potential impact of misinformation during European Election mo-

tivated studies at national level such as [71]. Starting from these premises, our

study aims to assess the reach of fake news during European Elections. In this

context, we characterize the public debate on Twitter in the months before the

elections. In particular, we aim at understanding which role was played by users

that have different positions in public society, including disinformation outlets and

popular actors either directly or indirectly related to politics, to obtain a wide view

of the process. Through a thorough quantitative analysis on a dataset of 399,982
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tweets posted by 863 accounts in the three months before the elections, we first

analyze the information flow from a geographical point of view and then we char-

acterize the interactions among different classes of actors. Finally, we compare

the impact of disinformation-related accounts with respect to all others. We find

that all classes, except official news outlets, have a strong tendency towards intra-

class interaction and that the debate rarely cross the national borders. Moreover,

disinformation spreaders have a marginal role in the information exchange and are

ignored by other actors, despite their repeated attempts to join the conversation.

Although the maximum outreach of fake news accounts is lower than that of other

categories, when we take into account comparable levels of popularity we observe

an outreach for disinformation that is larger than that of traditional outlets and

comparable to that of politicians. Such evidence demonstrates that disinformation

outlets have a rather active followers base. However, the lack of interactions be-

tween fake news accounts and others demonstrated that their user base is confined

to a peripheral portion of the network, suggesting that the countermeasures taken

by Twitter, such as suspension or ban of suspicious accounts, might have been

effective in keeping the Twittersphere clean.
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interactions

class users tweets retweets replies mentions articles

fake 45 24,331 4,375 2,640 12,927 4,389
official 333 207,171 49,515 9,966 99,595 48,095
politicians 328 88,627 23,188 5,603 57,512 2,324
showbiz 98 29,873 5,414 2,838 21,475 146
social media 8 8,824 402 3,901 4,499 22
sport 37 33,616 6,057 2,059 25,490 10
trademarks 6 4,289 207 1,789 2,293 0
VIPs 11 3,251 192 812 2,238 9

total 863 399,982 89,350 29,608 226,029 54,995

Table 3.1: Dataset summary.

3.2 Results and Discussion

By exploiting Twitter APIs, we collected data from the Twitter timelines of 863

users. This resulted in the acquisition of 399,982 tweets shared between Febru-

ary 28 and May 22, 2019. The 863 users in our dataset are classified into 8

categories, based on their roles in the society. In detail, we have categories en-

compassing trusted news outlets (labeled official), politicians, disinforma-

tion outlets (fake), show business personalities (showbiz), official accounts of

social media platforms, sport personalities, famous brands (trademarks), and

other VIPs. By leveraging information contained in tweets and users metadata

that we collected, we also computed the interactions between all the accounts of

our dataset and we geolocated Twitter users, whenever possible. A detailed view

of our Twitter dataset is summarized in Table 3.1 while additional information is
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available in the “Materials and Methods” Section.

By leveraging account interactions, we built a directed graphG = (V,E) where

each node vi ∈ V corresponds to a Twitter account and each link ei = (vA, vB) ∈

E from node vA to node vB exists
(
i.e., A B

)
if and only if vA interacted with

vB in one of the following ways: (i) vA retweeted vB; (ii) vA replied to vB; (iii) vA

mentioned vB in a tweet; (iv) vA tweeted a link to an article that mentioned vB.

We refer to the last type of interaction as indirect – whereas all others are direct

– since Web links do not point directly to Twitter accounts, but rather point to

Web pages outside Twitter that, in turn, mention accounts in our dataset. Our rich

interaction network is thus representative of the information flow across different

actors, including disinformation outlets, and several countries involved in the 2019

European Parliament elections.

We first characterize the geographical composition of our dataset. As shown

in Figure 3.1, our dataset is mainly made up of accounts located in the EU and

the US. However, a small fraction of accounts belong to other parts of the world.

This is due to the fact that we integrated our initial set of accounts with a subset

of popular accounts (more than 1M followers) that interacted with them. Notably,

only a small fraction of accounts belong to non EU/US places. This may be a

first signal that the interactions rarely cross national borders. Indeed, the top panel

of Figure 3.2 shows the geographic distribution of user interactions on a world
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Fig. 3.1: Heatmap showing the distribution of users interacting with the different actor classes, per
geographic area.

map, while the bottom panel represents the information as a chord diagram where

interactions are grouped by actor class and by country. The top panel highlights

that the vast majority of interactions (65%) is initiated by official accounts (green

links) and that a considerable number of links between the US and the EU (10%)

exists. The chord diagram of Figure 3.2 provides more details about countries

and classes, confirming that the biggest contribution to the debate is provided by

official accounts, followed by politicians. However, it is noticeable that most of
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(a) Node-link diagram showing the geographic representation of information flows. For clarity,
self-loops are omitted. Cosa si deduce da questa figura?.

(b) Chord diagram showing class interactions grouped by
country. The vast majority of all interactions occurs between
actors within the same country and, often, also of the same
class. I colori nell’anello piu esterno (quello delle nazioni) a
cosa corrispondono? Se non hanno un significato particolare
potremmo toglierli (metterli tipo tutti neri) perche’ cosi’ ho
paura che confondano un po’ dal momento che abbiamo gia’
diversi colori all’interno.

fake politicians social media trademarks

official showbiz sport VIPs

Fig 2. Network describing the interactions between 8 classes of actors in the months
preceding the 2019 European elections.
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Fig. 3.2: Node-link diagram showing the geographic representation of information flows (top)
and Chord diagram showing class interactions grouped by country (bottom) during EU elections.
Loops are taken into account only in the chord diagram, that highlights the tendency of accounts
to interact mainly with users in the same nation and often also in the same class.
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the links start and end in the same country, while the center of the chord diagram

is almost empty, implying that the debate rarely crossed national borders. The

only relevant exception is represented by official news outlets that tend to cite

politicians from other countries (11% of all links). This is particularly clear for

the UK, where a relevant fraction of links coming from official accounts point

to US politicians (36% of all links from UK news outlets) – that is, UK news

outlets tweet about US politicians quite often. All other groups tend to refer only

to accounts from the same country and often also of the same type. Although

a precise assessment of the causes of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of

this work, we provide further details and briefly discuss the possible impact of

language barriers in the following paragraph.

country total home
lang

other
langs

home lang
from outside

home total
ratio

other
home ratio

outside
total ratio

UK 249,923 243,342 6,581 323,857 0.9737 0.0270 1.2958
USA 246,760 241,735 5,025 325,464 0.9796 0.0208 1.3190
Spain 178,815 159,091 19,724 7,286 0.8897 0.1240 0.0407
France 178,593 152,482 26,111 5,943 0.8538 0.1712 0.0333
Italy 159,814 135,128 24,686 1,024 0.8455 0.1827 0.0064
Germany 135,481 96,187 39,294 967 0.7100 0.4085 0.0071

Table 3.2: The column country refers to the geolocation of the tweets at national level. The column
total is the total number of tweets located in the respective country. The column home lang reports
the number of tweets using the national language of the country. The column home lang from
outside reports the number of tweets made in different countries that the national language of the
country belonging to the respective row. The other columns report the ratio deriving from the
previous columns.

In order to give more details about the impact of language barriers on the de-

bate among nations, we provide more details about the languages used in the six
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Fig. 3.3: Per country distribution of languages in the tweets of our dataset.

more relevant nations in our analysis. Figure 3.3 shows that the national language

is indeed the most frequent in the tweets of the respective country; nonetheless

other languages, and especially English in non-English speaking countries, is well

represented within the Twittersphere. Table 3.2 provides more details concerning

the usage of national and foreign languages in different countries. In summary, we

can conclude that despite the national language is the most used in each countries

also other languages are quite well represented and therefore the impact of lan-

guage barriers is present but it is not the unique element that determines the lack

of inter-connections among countries.

In order to understand how accounts of the same type interact among them-
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A B

C D

Fig. 3.4: Geographic representation of intra-class interactions for the four biggest classes of actors:
fake (panel A), politicians (panel B), official (panel C), and showbiz (panel D). Notably, panel A
has only one link between two nodes in the UK, while all other panels exhibit a large number of
interactions. For clarity, self-loops are omitted.

selves, we induced subgraphs based on node categories hence obtaining one sub-

graph for each category. Figure 3.4 shows the subgraphs plotted in a world map,

for the four biggest classes of actors: fake (panel A), politicians (panel B), official

(panel C), and showbiz (panel D). We note that only subgraphs related to official

news outlets, politicians and showbiz accounts are well connected. Indeed, the

proportion of nodes belonging to the largest connected component is respectively

66%, 91% and 84% of the total number of nodes. On the contrary, the graph re-

lated to disinformation news outlets (panel A) comprises mostly isolated nodes.

In the case of disinformation news outlets the nodes belonging to the largest con-

nected component are about 9% of the total number of nodes. Such evidence sug-
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gests that Twitter accounts related to disinformation outlets rarely dialogue with

their peers, but rather they prefer to interact with other types of actors. Further-

more, comparing Figure 3.4 with the chord diagram of Figure 3.2, we can infer

that outlets labelled as fake also display a tendency towards self-mentioning. In-

stead, politicians and showbiz accounts show a relevant percentage of interactions

with others from the same class (respectively 42% and 22%, without consider-

ing self interactions) while official news outlets interact mainly with other classes

(71% of total links amount). Although there are some similarities in the statistics

of fake and official outlets – that is, both try to interact with other classes – only

official accounts catch the attention of other actors, while fake outlets are most of

the times ignored.

To clarify the way in which different actors participated in the debate, we also

analyzed the proportion of incoming and outgoing links by class. Results are

shown in Figure 3.5. In the first row all types of interactions were considered (i.e.,

both direct and indirect), while in the second one only direct interactions (retweets,

replies, mentions) were taken into account. Some differences arise when compar-

ing all outgoing links with direct outgoing links (left-hand side of Figure 3.5), in

particular with regards to the classes fake and official. When all kinds of interac-

tions (direct+indirect) are taken into account, we note an increment in the fraction

of outgoing links that point to politicians (blue-colored bar, +57% and +51% re-
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Fig. 3.5: Outgoing and incoming links by class. The top row accounts for all types of interactions,
the bottom one only considers direct interaction (i.e., replies, retweets, mentions). For this analysis
self-loops are considered, which explains the tendency of all classes towards self-interaction.

spectively) for both classes. In other words, the classes labelled as fake and official

interact with politicians mainly through external resources. These could be news

articles mentioning politicians, that are linked and shared in Twitter.

The proportions of incoming links are shown in the right-hand side of Fig-

ure 3.5. The most relevant difference between direct and indirect links concerns

the category of politicians. In fact, there is an increase of links coming from the
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official and fake classes (+49% and +5%) that is in accordance with the differ-

ences found in the case of outgoing links. Again, we notice that accounts, except

for official ones, display the tendency to interact mainly within their own classes,

and this is even more evident when only direct links are taken into consideration.

Finally, by analyzing the behavior of the official and fake classes, we noticed

that both of them mainly refer to politicians when external sources are taken into

account. However, politicians mostly interact among themselves and only a small

fraction (9%) of their outgoing links are directed to official accounts, with disin-

formation outlets being substantially ignored. Indeed, we measure the number of

nodes connected by reciprocal direct links (i.e. A and B are connected in both di-

rection with a link representing a mention, a retweet or a reply) among the classes.

We found that fake news accounts, news outlets and politicians reach progressively

higher reciprocity scores especially within their own classes. The average percent-

age of nodes connected by reciprocated links in the same class is µ = 23.4% and

only 9% of fake news accounts are reciprocally interconnected. Moreover, fake

news accounts exhibit a behavior that differs from other classes when the per-

centage of nodes connected by reciprocated inter-class links is taken into account:

while the average percentage is µ = 5.5%, fake news accounts do not display

mutual connections with any other class. Such evidence, combined with the infor-

mation conveyed in Figures 3.2 and 3.4, suggests that disinformation outlets try
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to fit in the political debate, but they are essentially ignored by mainstream news

sources, by politicians, and also by the other classes of actors. Interestingly,the

behavior of fake news accounts is akin to that of automated accounts as shown

by the authors of [72] during the Catalan Referendum: both fake news and auto-

mated accounts tend to target popular users in order to increase their relevance and

impact in the public debate.

Our previous finding indicates that Twitter accounts related to disinformation

outlets did not seem to be able to enter the main electoral debate. However, despite

not attracting interest from the main actors involved in the debate, they could still

have had an impact on the general audience. To investigate this issue we study the

engagement obtained by the different classes of actors. In particular, each actor

produces tweets, and each tweet obtains a certain engagement that derives from

the interactions (e.g., retweets) of other users with that tweet. We can thus aggre-

gate the engagement obtained by all tweets of a given actor, to have an indication

of the engagement obtained by that actor. Similarly, we can aggregate the engage-

ment obtained by all tweets from actors of a given class (e.g., politicians, fake

news outlets, etc.), to have an indication of the engagement obtained by that class

of actors. In our study, engagement obtained by a given tweet is simply computed

as the number of retweets that tweet obtained. With respect to other measures of

engagement (e.g., the number of likes/favorites to a tweet), retweets provide an
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indication for how much a message spread. As such, they arguably represent a

good indicator for investigating the reach of fake and authoritative news, which is

the goal of our study. Figure 3.6 compares the distribution of the engagement gen-

erated by all tweets of disinformation outlets (grey-colored), with those generated

by tweets of all the other classes. Overall, Figure 3.6 shows that the engage-

ment obtained by disinformation outlets is lower than that obtained by all other

classes. In other words, tweets from accounts in the fake class, tend to receive less

retweets than those obtained by other accounts. To dig deeper into this issue, we

also considered the popularity of the accounts belonging to the different classes of

actors. As a measure of popularity for an account, we considered its number of

followers. Then, we compared the relation between the popularity of our accounts

and the mean engagement they obtain, for the different classes of actors. Results

are shown in Figure 3.7 by means of a bi-dimensional kernel density estimation,

for the 6 biggest classes of actors. When we consider also the popularity of the

accounts, an important feature of disinformation outlets emerges. Indeed, for mid-

low levels of popularity (number of followers ≤ 100,000) accounts linked to the

spread of disinformation actually obtain more engagement than official news out-

lets, and almost the same engagement obtained by politicians. This finding is also

shown in Figure 3.8, where popularity is logarithmically quantized into 7 buck-

ets. This important finding suggests that the audience of disinformation accounts
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is more active and more prone to share contents, with respect to that of the other

classes. Anyway, no disinformation outlet currently reaches high levels of popu-

larity (number of followers ≥ 1M), in contrast with all other classes of actors. As

a consequence, highly popular official news outlets still obtain more engagement

than disinformation outlets. This indicates that, although the audience of disinfor-

mation outlets is more prone to share information than others, their influence on

the public debate remains rather limited. Additionally, even though disinformation

accounts make efforts to attract interest of other central users, they cannot really

fit into the information flow in any significant way.

3.3 Conclusions

We analyzed the interactions of several accounts belonging to different figures of

the public society in the context of the 2019 European Parliament elections. To

have a wide view of the phenomenon, we included in our dataset also person-

alities not directly related to politics, such as show business and sport figures,

together with a set of disinformation outlets. We collected all the tweets made

by the selected accounts in the three months before the election days and we per-

formed a quantitative analysis to identify the characteristics of the debate. By

leveraging a semi-automated geolocalization technique, we also performed a ge-

ographical analysis of the phenomenon. Results show that the debate on Twitter
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rarely crossed national borders – that is, accounts tended to interact mainly with

others coming from the same nation. Moreover, there was a strong tendency of

intra-class interaction – that is, accounts mainly mentioned others from the same

class. The only relevant exception were accounts of official news outlets, espe-

cially those located in the United Kingdom, that had a non-negligible percentage

of links pointing to the US. Moreover, it is interesting that disinformation outlets

did not interact among themselves, but rather they exhibited a tendency towards

self-mentions and they tried to catch the attention of other popular accounts. Nev-

ertheless, differently from official news outlets, disinformation outlets were almost

completely ignored by other actors, thus holding a peripheral position in the in-

teraction network and having a limited influence on the information flow. Still,

they exhibited an outreach on general public higher than official news outlet and

comparable with the politicians at the same levels of popularity, thus implying that

the user base of disinformation outlets was more active than that of other classes

of actors. However, all other categories overcame disinformation outlets in terms

of absolute maximum outreach, thanks to their significantly larger absolute pop-

ularity. Finally, the limited and bounded contribution that disinformation outlets

had on the overall interactions suggests that the strategies employed by Twitter

to counteract the spreading of disinformation – that is, the ban or suspension of

suspicious accounts – may have had a mitigation effect on the spreading of fake
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news thus preserving the integrity of the Twittersphere.

3.4 Materials and Methods

3.4.1 Data Collection

Our dataset is based on a list of 863 Twitter accounts, split across 8 categories

and 18 countries. A pseudonymized version of our dataset is publicly available on

GitHub(https://github.com/cinhelli/Limited-Reach-Fake-

News-Twitter-2019-EU-Elections). Initially, we only considered in

our study the 5 biggest European countries (UK, Germany, France, Italy and

Spain) and the US. Then, other countries were added when we extended the dataset

to also include popular users that interacted with users from our initial set.

The first category of accounts (labeled fake) in our study is related to known

disinformation outlets. It contains 49 Twitter accounts responsible for sharing dis-

information, identified in authoritative reports – such as Reuters’ Digital News

Report 2018 [73] and a report from the European Journalism Observatory [74] –

and fact-checking Web sites – such as Snopes [75] and Politifact [76]. Our list

of official news outlets (labeled official) contains 347 Twitter accounts. It

includes accounts corresponding to the main news outlets in each of the consid-

ered countries, derived from the media list released by the European Media Mon-

itor [77], as well as the Twitter accounts of the main US news outlets. We then

https://github.com/cinhelli/Limited-Reach-Fake-
News-Twitter-2019-EU-Elections
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considered a list of 349 politicians (labeled politicians). This list includes

all available Twitter accounts of the members of the European parliament [78] as

of March 2019, as well as the main politicians for each considered country that

did not belong to the European parliament.

We firstly exploited Twitter APIs to crawl the timelines of all the accounts be-

longing to the 3 previous lists. In order to match the electoral period, we only

retained tweets shared between February 28 and May 22, 2019. After this step,

we also manually classified a small subset of popular users (more than 1M fol-

lowers) that interacted with those of our initial list in the considered time period.

These accounts were classified in 5 additional categories, based on their role in the

society. In this way, we obtained additional 100 showbiz accounts (e.g., actors,

tv hosts, singers), 10 social media accounts (e.g., Youtube’s official account),

37 sport accounts (e.g., sport players and the official accounts of renown sport

teams), 6 trademarks accounts related to famous brands (e.g., Nike, Adidas)

and 11 accounts of VIPs (e.g., the Pope, Elon Musk, J.K. Rowling). For each

of these additional accounts, we crawled the respective timeline and only retained

tweets shared in our considered time period.

After this data collection process, we ended up with the dataset summarized in

Table 3.1, comprising more than 850 labeled accounts and almost 400,000 tweets.
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3.4.2 Account Interactions

For each account, we also computed its interactions with other accounts. In partic-

ular, we split interactions into 4 different categories: retweets, replies, mentions,

and article mentions.

The first 3 types of interactions are straightforward, while an article mention

is detected when an account shares a tweet containing a URL to a Web page that

mentions one of the labeled accounts in our dataset. To obtain information about

article mentions we scraped all the Web pages linked within the tweets of our

dataset. Within each page, we performed language detection and named entity

recognition. Finally, we cross-checked person named entities with our lists of

users.

3.4.3 Account Geolocation

Whenever possible, we also exploited the location field of Twitter accounts (both

the 863 labeled ones, as well as all others with which they interacted) in order to

geolocate them.

For this process, we exploited several different geolocators (e.g., Google Maps,

Bing, GeoNames) that offer their services via Web APIs. We first selected all

accounts with a non-empty location field. Then, we built a blacklist for discarding

those locations that were too vague or clearly ironic (e.g., global, worldwide, Mars,
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the internet), as is frequently the case with user-generated input. For each distinct

location that was not removed during the filtering step, we queried one of the

available geolocators and we associated the corresponding geographic coordinates

to all accounts with that location.
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Fig. 3.6: Distribution of the engagement obtained by tweets of disinformation outlets (grey-
colored) and comparison with the engagement obtained by tweets of all other classes. Overall,
disinformation outlets obtain less engagement than others, as shown by their distribution spanning
smaller values on the x axis. Engagement for a given tweet is computed as the number of retweets
obtained by that tweet.
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Fig. 3.7: Kernel density estimation of engagement and popularity of the accounts belonging to the
main classes of actors. Despite obtaining overall less engagement, disinformation outlets (grey-
colored) actually obtain more engagement than official news outlets (green-colored) at middle
and low popularity levels. Popularity for a given user is computed as its number of followers.
Engagement for a given user is computed as the mean number of retweets obtained by tweets of
that user.
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Fig. 3.8: Engagement obtained at different popularity levels by the different classes of actors.
Although disinformation outlets (labeled fake) do not reach high popularity levels, they consis-
tently obtain more engagement than official news outlets at middle and low popularity levels, and
comparable engagement with respect to politicians.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASURING THE EVOLUTION OF POLARIZATION AND NEWS

INFLUENCERS BETWEEN TWO U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

ON TWITTER

In the previous chapter, we analyzed the impact of fake news during 2019 Euro-

pean election and showed that they had a marginal role in the online debate. This

finding suggests that only one part of users endorsing a specific narrative interact

with misinformation and fake news spreaders, while the majority of influential

public personalities do not involve with such contents. Nevertheless, in some

cases part of the research suggested that automated accounts may have strongly

influenced the public debate by injecting misinformation, such as during the 2016

U.S. presidential election. During the last years, platforms increased the effort to

limit the spread of misinformation and adopted several countermeasures such as

the suspension of suspicious accounts and the reduction of the visibility of ques-

tionable contents. Thus, one question of interest is how the online debate has been

affected from these measures over the last years.

In this chapter, we analyze the public debate around 2020 U.S. presidential

election on Twitter and compare the results with the 2016 U.S. presidential elec-
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tion. We quantify the change in polarization between the two elections and provide

insights about the evolution of the Twitter environment.

4.1 Introduction

A growing number of studies have documented increasing political polarization

in the U.S. that is deeper than at any time since the American Civil War [79]–

[81]. Partisan division over issues has increased among those affiliated with po-

litical and news media organizations – elected representatives, party officials, and

political pundits – alongside an alarming increase in affective polarization among

voters. This two-level pattern – issue polarization among political elites and af-

fective polarization among voters – invites further research on the diffusion of

polarized political information between those in positions of political influence

and the larger population.

This diffusion of political information is difficult to track with traditional sur-

vey and roll call data that lack relational measures. Increasing reliance on social

media for political communication is opening up unprecedented opportunities to

study the diffusion of political information and misinformation [14] over commu-

nication networks [82]. Our study leverages social media data from Twitter to

better understand the diffusion dynamics of news media information during the

two most recent U.S. election cycles.
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Twitter users are embedded in relatively stable communication networks cre-

ated by the exchange of “retweets.” A 2015 study by Metaxas et al. [83] found

that “retweeting indicates not only interest in a message, but also trust in the mes-

sage and the originator, and agreement with the message contents.” The content

of retweets makes it possible to identify information that is highly biased, as well

as the ideological direction of the bias. Using retweet data we also can iden-

tify “influencers” who are the users with the greatest ability to broadly propagate

new information over the retweet network. Typically, influencer tweets are highly

likely to be retweeted, not only by their followers, but also by their followers’ fol-

lowers, and so on. We classify Twitter influencers into two categories. The first

includes the “affiliated” who are associated with media or political organizations,

and the other consists of the “unaffiliated” who do not have such associations, so

most likely represent themselves or informal groups.

Our study also aims to better understand how polarization unfolds on social

media. To clarify, political scientists distinguish multiple types and levels of po-

larization [84]–[89]: policy polarization (extreme differences of opinion on highly

salient issues), partisan polarization (alignment of opinions with opposing political

parties), ideological polarization (alignment of opinions with liberal vs. conser-

vative world views), and geographic polarization (regional alignment of opinions,

e.g., “red state/blue state”). Each of these four types of polarization can in turn be
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classified by level: elite polarization among political officials and pundits, media

polarization among news organizations, and polarization among the underlying

population as usually measured by exit polls and opinion surveys. In this paper,

we use data from social media to study ideological polarization among the political

elite, news organizations, and Twitter users more broadly. Over the past decade,

the rapid growth of Twitter, Facebook, Reddit and other social media have trans-

formed the communications and information propagation landscape. Alongside

traditional broadcast media and face-to-face communication, people now have the

ability to search for and exchange information with billions of other users in a

global network. Recent studies have examined the impact of new technologies

like Twitter and YouTube on election outcomes [90]–[99], including the effects

of disinformation [16], [18], [19], [39], [100], [101]. Other studies have docu-

mented how social media platforms contribute to polarization through the creation

of echo chambers [12], [102]–[110]. In contrast, here we focus on the increased

polarization and involvement of Twitter influencers from from the 2016 to 2020

U.S. presidential elections. We measure longevity of Twitter influencers and the

landscape of polarization of themselves and their retweeters during this period.

Our study focuses on the diffusion of news media information between influ-

encers and those whom they influence, as well as the change in composition and

popularity of these influencers and their retweeters. To maintain the consistency
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between the results from 2016 and 2020 elections, we follow the methodology of

Ref. [18] to identify and classify the influences and their retweeters in the 2020

U.S. election data. We classify tweets containing a link to a news outlet into sev-

eral news media categories corresponding to their different political orientations.

We observe that the volume of tweets and users with a center orientation decreased

from the 2016 election to the 2020 election. For each news media category, we

reconstruct the corresponding retweet network and identify the most important

news media influencers of the category by finding the most important nodes in

terms of their ability to spread information in the network. The top 25 influencers

in each news media category are then classified as affiliated with a media or with a

political organization or unaffiliated. Finally, we measure the strength of the polar-

ization of the influencers and of their retweeters, defined as the level of separation

of the influencers’ retweeters in two opposite clusters and find a clear, significant

increase of the polarization from 2016 to 2020.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 News Media on Twitter in 2016 and 2020

We tracked the spread of political news on Twitter in 2016 and 2020 by analyzing

two datasets containing tweets posted between June 1st and election day (Novem-

ber 8th in 2016 and November 2nd in 2020). The data were collected continuously
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using the Twitter Search API with the names of the two presidential candidates in

each of the presidential elections in 2016 and 2020 as keywords. (Had we used

more keywords targeting specific media outlets or hashtags concerning specific

news events we would risk missing election-related tweets that did not contain

references to the list of outlets or events.) The 2016 dataset contains 171 mil-

lion tweets sent by 11 million users and was used in Refs. [18], [94] to assess the

influence of disinformation on Twitter in 2016. The 2020 dataset contains 702

million tweets sent by 20 million users. Hence, we observe a significant increase

in Twitter involvement in distributing election polarization, since in four years the

number of Twitter users nearly double and number of tweets per user more than

double, increasing the total number of tweets more than fourfold.

The classifications of news media websites presented below and used in this

paper, including “fake”, “extremely biased”, “left”, “right”, and especially the

boundaries between categories, are a matter of opinion, rather than a statement of

fact. The categorizations and labels assigned to the corresponding classes used

here originated in publicly available datasets from fact-checking and bias rating

organizations credited below. The political views and conclusions contained in

this article should not be interpreted as representing those of the authors or their

funders.

For each tweet containing a URL link, we extracted the domain name of the
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URL (e.g. www.cnn.com) and classified each link directing to a news media

outlet according to this outlet’s political bias. The 2016 and 2020 classifications

rely on the website allsides.com (AS), followed by the bias classification

from mediabiasfactcheck.com (MBFC) for outlets not present in AS (both

taken as of January 7 2021 for the 2020 classification). We classified URL links

in five news media categories for outlets that mostly conform to professional stan-

dards of fact-based journalism: right, right-leaning, center, left-leaning and left.

We also include three additional news media categories to include outlets that tend

to disseminate disinformation: extreme-right bias, extreme-left bias and fake news.

Websites in the fake news category have been flagged by fact-checking organiza-

tions as spreading fabricated news or conspiracy theories, while websites in the

extremely biased category have been flagged for reporting controversial informa-

tion that distorts facts and may rely on propaganda, decontextualized information,

or opinions misrepresented as facts. A detailed explanation of the methodologies

used by AS and MBFC for rating news outlets and of the differences in classifi-

cation between 2016 and 2020 is given in the Methods section. The full lists of

outlets in each category in 2016 and 2020 are given in Tabs. A.1 and A.2. In

the 2016 dataset, 30.7 million tweets, sent by 2.3 million users, contain a URL

directed to a media outlet website. The 2020 dataset contained 72.7 million tweets

with news links sent by 3.7 million users. This number reveals remarkable drop

allsides.com
mediabiasfactcheck.com
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of fraction of flow of tweets from users associated with media form 18% in 2016

to 10% so nearly half lower. This came from mainly from smaller growth of pro-

ductivity of media affiliated users.

The fractions of tweets and users who sent a tweet in each of the news media

categories are shown in Fig. 4.1 A and B (the numbers are reported in Tab. A.3)

along with other statistics about the activity of users in each category. Between

2016 and 2020, these fractions decreased most in the center category and increased

most in the left-leaning category, with a smaller increase in the fractions in the

right-leaning category. The shift away from the center may indicate the increasing

polarization, both among users as well as media outlets. However, most of the de-

crease in the fraction of center media outlets reflects the shift of CNN.com, which

was categorized by AS as center in 2016 and as left-leaning in 2020, combined

with CNN accumulating more than twice the number of tweets in 2020 than the

top outlet of the center category (thehill.com) (see Tab. A.2).

The fraction of tweets in the fake and extremely biased category, representing

outlets that were most susceptible to sharing disinformation, decreased from 10%

to 6% for fake news and from 13% to 6% for extremely right-bias news. The

number of users who shared those tweets also decreased for extremely right-biased

news (from 6% to 3%) but not for fake news (which remained at 3%) (see Tab.

A.3). The fraction of tweets in the extremely-left bias category is very small (2%

CNN.com
thehill.com
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Fig. 4.1: Distribution of news media links in 2016 and 2020, by news media category. Panels
A and B show the fractions of tweets and users that sent tweets with a URL pointing to a website
belonging to one of the categories. Users are classified in the category in which they posted the
most links. For the users that have at least two links classified, panels C and D report the fraction
of links across categories as a function of the users’ main categories.

in 2016 and even less, 0.05% in 2020).

Fig. 4.1 C and D shows the fraction of URLs across categories as a function of

a user’s modal category for users that posted at least two links in our datasets. The

analysis reveals two clusters in 2016 and 2020, one with categories from the right

and fake news (fake news, extreme-right bias news, right news and right-leaning

news) and the second one with categories from the center and left (center news,

left-leaning news, left news, extreme-left bias news). These two clusters can be

interpreted as two echo chambers. Asymmetrical patterns in Fig. 4.1 C and D

reveal that users in the right wing echo chamber also link to a very limited number

of left wing media outlets, but that the opposite relation does not occur. This is

consistent with asymmetry between left-leaning and right-leaning users in social

media observed in previous studies [5], [18], [110].
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In order to estimate the volume of tweets sent from automated accounts such

as bots, we counted the number of tweets sent from unofficial Twitter clients, e.g.,

Twitter clients other than the Twitter Web client, Android client, IPhone client or

other official clients. Unofficial Twitter clients include a variety of different ap-

plications used to automate all or part of an account activity, such as third party

applications used typically by brands and professionals (e.g. SocialFlow or Hoot-

suite) or bots created with malicious intentions [94].

The overall fraction of tweets sent from unofficial clients was 8% in 2016 and

1% in 2020. A similar drop over the same period was observed in the average

activity of these users (see Tab. A.3). This decrease could be attributed in part

to measures taken by Twitter to limit the virality of disinformation. Our results

show that while the relative volume of tweets linking to disinformation websites

dropped approximately by a half in 2020 compared to 2016, the fraction of users

sharing fake news decreased significantly (Fig. 4.1 A and B and Tab. A.3).

To understand how users shifted between categories from 2016 to 2020, we

track users that are present in both election datasets and in both years are classified

into the category in which they posted the most tweets in each year. Fig. 4.2 shows

the resulting shifts. The two largest of them are of users that were in the center

and left news category in 2016 and shifted to the left-leaning category in 2020.

This reflects the consolidation of the left-leaning category as the largest in 2020,
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with the three most widely shared outlets: New York Times, Washington Post and

CNN (see Tab. A.6). We also observe a large fraction of users in the fake and

extremely biased news category in 2016 that moved to the right news category

in 2020. However, these user shifts also reflect the change in the classification

of media outlets from 2016 to 2020. We infer the ideological position of Twitter

users without relying on the news outlet classification in section 4.2.3, and show

that the resulting positions are highly correlated with the user positions computed

using the news categories in which they posted.

4.2.2 News Media Influencers

To capture the dynamics of information diffusion, we reconstruct retweet networks

corresponding to each news media category. We add a link, or directed edge, going

from node v to node u in the news network when user u retweets the tweet of user

v that contains a URL linking to a website belonging to one of the news media

categories. With this convention, the direction of the link represents the direction

of the influence between Twitter users. We do not include multiple links with the

same direction between the same two users or self-links (when a user retweets their

own tweets). The in-degree of a node is the number of links that point inward to

the node and its out-degree is the number of links that originate at a node and point

outward to other nodes. With our convention, the in-degree of a user is equal to the
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Fig. 4.2: Shifts of users across news media categories from 2016 to 2020. The size of each
category in 2016 corresponds to the number of unique users in the category in 2016 (Fig. 4.1). The
shift from one category to another is proportional to the fraction of users that were classified in
2016 and in 2020 in the two respective categories.

number of users they retweeted at least once and their out-degree is the number of

users who have retweeted them at least once. The higher a node’s out-degree, the

greater its local influence. The characteristics of the retweet networks are given in

Tab. A.4.
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Fig. 4.3: Comparison of top 100 rankings generated by the PageRank algorithm and by the
Collective Influence (CI) algorithm using the 2016 and 2020 retweet networks. Ranked Bias
Overlap (RBO) [111] and Jaccard Similarity are computed over the two top 100 lists, shown below
their respective news category labels. For this analysis, RBO’s weight parameter p is set to 0.98.
The RBO values are generally above 0.7 indicating a high agreement of the two ranking, especially
for the top ranked users. The only network that show a poor agreement between the rankings is
the extreme bias left network of 2020. This may be explained by the small size and low average
degree of the network compared to networks of other categories (see Tab. A.4).
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In each retweet network, we use the Collective Influence (CI) algorithm [112]

to find the best spreaders of information, i.e. the influencers of the correspond-

ing news media category. Specifically, the CI algorithm finds the minimal set of

nodes that can collectively reach the entire network when information diffuses ac-

cording to a linear threshold model. The CI algorithm considers influence as an

emergent collective property, not as a local property such as the node’s out-degree.

It does this by finding the smallest set of nodes needed for global cascades. Ac-

cordingly, the CI algorithm is able to rank super-spreaders of information in social

networks [18], [113], [114].

Here, we use a directed version of the algorithm to identify the super-spreaders

of information as the nodes with the highest CIout to be able to compare results

from both elections [18]. The 2016 influencers’ rankings are shown in the upper

panel in Fig. 4.4 for the top five influencers, and in Tab. A.5 for the top 25 in-

fluencers. Analysis of these results reveals that traditional news influencers were

mostly journalists with verified Twitter accounts linked to traditional news media

outlets. In contrast, fake and extremely biased news are sent mainly by influencers

whose accounts are unverified or deleted, with deceptive profiles and much shorter

life-span on Twitter than traditional media influencers. However, some of these in-

fluencers, despite their unknown, non-public nature, still played a major role in the

diffusion of disinformation and information on Twitter [18].
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The results from analysis of 2020 data are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.4.

For influencers that persisted from 2016, their previous position in 2016 is listed in

purple parentheses (see also Tab. A.6). Those influencers are often highly ranked

in both the 2016 and the 2020 analyses. Among the union of top 100 influencers

from each category in 2020 (representing 598 unique users) 150 were already in

the top 100 of one category in 2016. Yet, this means that 75% of the top 100

influencers in 2020 are new to such high ranking.

The CI algorithm operates on the unweighted retweet networks. To verify that

a ranking computed on the weighted networks would not produce significantly

different results, we compare the CI ranking with the ranking obtained from the

PageRank algorithm applied to the weighted networks. The comparison reveals a

strong agreement, especially for highly-ranked users as shown in Fig. 4.3

Fig. 4.4 shows the retweet networks for each news media category in 2016 and

2020, among communities formed by the union of the top 30 influencers for each

category. The two force directed network layouts are computed using the same

parameters and show two main clusters, with the right-biased and fake news in-

fluencers in one cluster and the left-biased influencers in the other. The increased

separation in 2020 is notable. In 2016 the center influencers are mostly between

the two clusters; in 2020 the separation between the two clusters increased and

only a few influencers remain within a central position (e.g. @thehill). We
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quantify the polarization of the full set of top 100 influencers and of their retweet-

ers, using all the retweets between them, in detail in the next section.

Fake and extremely biased news are sent mostly by influencers whose accounts

are unverified or deleted, with fake news seeing a significant increase in deleted

influencer accounts from two in the top 25 in 2016 to eight in 2020 (see Tabs. A.5

and A.6). Conversely, the extreme right-biased news in 2020 consisted primarily

of verified influencers that grew from 15 verified in the top 25 in 2016 to 23 in

2020.

Using a manual labeling process (see section 4.4), we classify the top 25 in-

fluencers of each news media category for 2016 and 2020 as affiliated with media

or political organizations, or unaffiliated, in order to observe the makeup of influ-

encer types for these categories. An influencer affiliated with a media organization

could be a media company or official media outlet (e.g. @FoxNews), or a writer,

reporter, consultant, or other individual who has directly corresponded with a me-

dia outlet in an officially recognized capacity (e.g. @joelpollak). An influ-

encer affiliated with a political party could be a politician (e.g. @JoeBiden), a

political campaign platform or an affiliate of the platform, or someone who offi-

cially represents an aspect of U.S. politics (e.g. @joncoopertweets). We also

split the unaffiliated category into two subcategories: independent and “other.” An

independent influencer is an influencer not officially affiliated with any media or
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2020

2016

Fig. 4.4: Retweet networks formed by the top 30 influencers within each media category, by
year. The 2016 network (upper panel) was generated from 2016 data using the same algorithm
as used in [18] but with different parameters to ease its comparison with the bottom panel gener-
ated from 2020 data. The arrows show the directions of links between users, from the source of
influence (the original poster) to the recipient (the retweeter). The size of a node is proportional
to its out-degree in the complete combined network, i.e., the number of different users that have
retweeted the node at least once with a URL directing to a media outlet. The color of a node
indicates the news media category with which the node is affiliated. Nodes ranked in the top 30
of multiple categories are represented by pie charts where the size of each slice is proportional to
their CIout ranking (i.e. the node’s collective influence). Both networks are visualized using a force-
directed graph layout. The tables on either side of the networks show the top five users in each news
media category. The number in green to the left of each user is their unique index, used to label
the user’s node in the network. Users ranked in the top 30 for multiple news media categories have
colored superscripts, indicating the rank and media classification of their other top five positions.
Verified users are indicated by a checkmark X. In the 2020 tables, a user’s 2016 rank is displayed
with the purple number to the left of their 2020 rank. Three usernames in the top 10 changed
between 2016 and 2020: @DRUDGE REPORT became @NEWS MAKER, @HuffingtonPost be-
came @HuffPost, and @TruthFeedNews became @TAftermath2020. Those users will
have their new handle displayed in the 2016 tables for consistency (as well as in Figs. 4.7 and
4.9).
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political platforms (e.g. @amberofmanyhats). The “other” category represents

influencers whose accounts have no descriptions or context that could be used to

identify them.

Fig. 4.5: Reshuffling of distribution of the top 25 influencer types from 2016 to 2020, by
news media category. Influencers are classified as affiliated with a media organization, political
organization, independent, or other (e.g. unidentified).

The fractions of influencers in these categories are shown in Fig. 4.5. It reveals

that unaffiliated influencers are more common in the fake and extreme-bias cate-

gories, while affiliated influencers are more common in the other news categories.

A similar trend is evident in the fractions of verified and unverified influencers

found in these categories (see Tab. A.6), as fake and extreme-bias news categories
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Fig. 4.6: Change in rankings 2016-2020, Center Bias. Outlines the change in the ranks of the
top 10 center bias users from 2016 and 2020, ranked by CI influence. Each flow connects the best
ranking for a user in 2016, whose rank is displayed to the left of the user handle, to their rank
in 2020. The color of the lines match the bias of the users best ranking, and gradients represent
a change in the bias classification of their best ranking. Note user @kylegriffin1 is more highly
ranked in the left leaning bias (rank 3) but we chose to show its center ranking for this center bias
plot, as the difference in rank is small and it keeps the figure focused on the center bias.

generally contain fewer verified influencers. In addition, media-affiliated influ-

encers seem to have a greater presence in the left, left-leaning, and center news

categories compared to their counterparts. Interestingly, the number of media-

affiliated influencers within most of the categories actually decreases from 2016

to 2020. The exceptions are the extreme-right bias and fake news categories,

which actually increased in media-affiliated influencers, while the extreme-right
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bias category also increased in politically-linked influencers. This indicates a shift

in polarization of influencers affiliated with right-biased political and media orga-

nizations toward the extreme-right bias and fake news, as well as the emergence

of new media-affiliated influencers in these categories. We discuss these changes

in more detail below. In addition to changes in user types and verified users from

2016 to 2020, we observe a significant reshuffle of the ranking of influencers.

Fig. 4.7 shows the change in rankings of the top 10 influencers in left and left-

leaning, right and right-leaning and extreme-right bias and fake news categories.

The ranking reshuffle in the center news category is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The comparison reveals several interesting changes between 2016 and 2020.

First, we see that highly influential users rise from obscurity. Across all cat-

egories, a set of previously unranked or very low-ranked users break in to the

top-10 rankings. These users include, for example, @TeaPainUSA, @svdate,

@kylegriffin1, @marklevinshow, @DavidHarrisJr, etc. Considering

all unique users in the top 25 influential users (across all categories of news me-

dia), we see that 58% came from outside the top 100 influential users in 2016.

However, most of these newly influential users are related in some way to media

or political organizations, while 28% of these new influencers are independent.

Observing the change in rankings by news media category, we see that right/right-

leaning and extreme-right bias/fake news categories have a significantly higher
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fraction of top 10 influencers who were previously outside the top 50, compared to

the change in rankings among the groups in left/left-leaning news categories. All

categories show a large number of influencers falling out of the top 50 from 2016

to 2020, and in the case of the left news influencers, we see their former positions

filled by users who were much less influential in 2016. The influencers with ex-

treme right bias and fake news affiliations show the most volatility with regards to

retaining top-10 influencer positions, with many top-10 influencers in 2016 ranked

below 50 in 2020 (or were even banned from Twitter, like @RealAlexJones).

The change of classification of some news media outlets is also reflected in the

category shifts of their Twitter accounts. In particular, @CNN and @politico

– previously the first and third highest ranked influencers in the center category

in 2016 – shifted to left-leaning. Such shifts of large and influential media in-

fluencers across news categories indicates the increased content polarization on

Twitter. A shift of media-affiliated influencers from the right to the extreme right

is also visible (e.g. @DailyMail, @JudicialWatch, @marklevinshow),

as well as the emergence of new-media affiliated influencers in these categories

(e.g. @newsmax, @OANN or @RaheemKassam). In contrast to the shift to the

extremes among large media influencers, the center rankings remained fairly con-

sistent between 2016 and 2020 as shown in Fig. 4.6. Some new users rose from

low ranks to fill in the gaps, including @JoeBiden, but only one user dropped
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Fig. 4.7: Change in influencers rankings from 2016 to 2020. Influencers ranked in the top 10 in
at least one news media category in 2016 or 2020 are shown. The 2016 rankings are displayed to
the left of the username, with 2020 rankings on the right. For each user only one shift is shown. Its
color changes from the user’s highest ranked news media category in 2016 to such color for 2020.
Each panel shows the change over time between two news media categories.

out of the top 50 entirely, and the remaining shifts are internal to these top-ranked

users.

4.2.3 Polarization among Twitter Users

The evolution of influencers across different news media categories (Figs. 4.1 and

4.2) suggests an increased polarization in the relations among influencers between
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Fig. 4.8: Similarity network for a random subsample of the 2020 influencers. Each edge is
weighted by the cosine similarity between retweeting users. Size of the node represents that node’s
degree centrality. The pie charts representing the nodes illustrate the news categories to which that
node belongs, with the size of the slices denoting their relative influence for that category. For
clarity, edges below the average inter-community edge weight are hidden. Nodes are grouped
relative to each other by their detected community.

2016 and 2020. Here we broaden the scope of polarization analysis to the Twitter

users who are consuming and retweeting the influencers’ content. For the 2016

and 2020 data, we consider the union of the top 100 influencers of each news me-

dia category as a single set representing the most influential users covering the

entire news media ideological spectrum for the target year. For this analysis we

use all the retweets in our datasets, not only those containing a link to a news

outlet, and remove the ones sent from unofficial Twitter clients to capture only

tweets sent by humans. Using these influencers as nodes, we create two fully

connected similarity networks derived from the 2016 and 2020 Twitter network,

respectively. An edge between any two influencers in the created networks repre-

sents similarity of the number of retweets of these two influencers for every user

in the corresponding Twitter network (see Methods for more details). In both sim-
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ilarity networks, a community detection algorithm found two communities. One

contained influencers affiliated with news media in the center, left-leaning and left

news categories, while the other contained those affiliated with news media in the

right-leaning, right and fake news categories. This indicates that influencers sep-

arate their user bases according to the content they generate. We illustrate this

separation in Fig. 4.8 that shows a sample of the 2020 similarity network. To

quantify the difference in community separation and, subsequently, polarization,

between the two networks, we measured the modularity and normalized cut be-

tween communities (see section 4.4 for details).

The modularity for the 2020 network was 0.39 with a standard error (SE) of

0.01, versus 0.365 (SE = 0.007) in 2016, indicating more closely knit communities

in 2020, with stronger in-community ties and weaker between-community ties.

Consistent with the increase of community modularity, the average normalized

cut of 0.36 (SE = 0.04) in 2016 decreased to 0.128 (SE = 0.005) in 2020. To

interpret this change, we note that on average, each node in the 2016 similarity

network had 64% of in-community edges and 36% of across-community edges.

The latter fraction decreased to 13% in 2020, dropping nearly three times lower

than it was in 2016. This indicates much stronger separation of these communities

in the later election. We also computed the above metrics on networks generated

from user quote similarity in order to show that retweets are the strongest form
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of endorsement of influencer content, and subsequently the best approach for our

analysis (see Tab. A.7).

To quantify and compare the polarization not only among Twitter influencers

but also among the users, we infer the ideology of Twitter users based on the ide-

ological alignment of political actors they follow [12], [47]. The bipartite network

of followers is then projected on a one dimensional scale using correspondence

analysis [48], [49], which applies a SVD decomposition of the adjacency matrix

standardized to account for the differences in popularity and activity of the influ-

encers and their followers (see section 4.4 for details). Two users are close on the

resulting latent ideology scale if they follow similar influencers. This method has

been shown to produce ideological estimates of the members of the U.S. Congress

highly correlated with ideological estimates based on roll call voting similarity

such as DW-NOMINATE [47].

For 2016 and 2020, the data for the analysis consists of the union of the top

100 influencers of each news media category and the sets of users that retweeted

at least three different influencers (considering all tweets in our datasets, not only

the ones with URLs). Following the finding in [83] that “retweeting indicates not

only interest in a message, but also trust in the message and the originator, and

agreement with the message contents,” we interpret retweeting a form of endorse-

ment of the content being retweeted. Twitter offers other types of interactions
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allowing users to comment on the content, such as quote tweets and replies. The

ratio of quotes to retweets of users to influencers was very stable and small (< 5%)

in 2016 and 2020, for users on the left and right sides of the latent ideology (see

Tab. A.8-A), which motivated our focus on retweets to infer the ideology of users.

We note that the ratio of quotes to retweets from users of one side of the ideology

spectrum to influencers of the other side increased from 2016 to 2020, indicating

an increased usage of quotes to comment on tweets from influencers of the oppo-

site side. However, the overall usage of quotes over retweets remained small (see

Tab. A.8-B). We extract the coordinates of each user on the first dimension of the

results of the correspondence analysis applied to the weighted network of retweets

between the users and the influencers (see section 4.4 for the details and robust-

ness checks that we performed). Finally, for 2016 and 2020, the coordinates of

all users are standardized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Two

users are close together on the latent ideology scale if they tend to retweet similar

influencers. The influencers’ latent ideological positions are then computed as the

median of their retweeters’ positions.

Fig. 4.9 shows the result of this analysis. The latent ideology of the top five

influencers of each category is shown as a box plot representing the distribution

of the ideology of the users who retweeted them. The distribution of ideology

positions of the users and of the influencers, displayed in green and purple, re-
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Fig. 4.9: Latent ideology scale of influencers and their retweeters in 2016 (left) and 2020
(right). The latent ideology of the top five influencers of each category is shown as a box plot
representing the distribution of the ideology of the users who retweeted them. The distributions for
the users are shown in green, and the distributions for the top 100 influencers of each news media
category (computed as the median of the ideology of their retweeters) are displayed in purple. Box
plots indicate the 25% and 75% percentiles of the distributions with whiskers indicating the 5%
and 95% percentiles. Pie charts next to the influencers’ names represent the news categories to
which they belong (weighted by their respective CI ranks in each category).

spectively, shows that polarization increased between 2016 and 2020. This is

confirmed by a Hartigans’ dip test (HDT) for unimodality, which measures mul-

timodality in a sample by the maximum difference, over all sample points, be-

tween the empirical distribution function, and the unimodal distribution function

that minimizes that maximum difference [115]. For the user distribution, the test

statistics is D = 0.1086 (95% CI: [0.108,0.109]) in 2016 and D = 0.1474 (95%

CI: [0.1471,0.1477]) in 2020. For the influencer distribution, the test statistics is
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D = 0.17 (95% CI: [0.16,0.20]) in 2016 and D = 0.21 (95% CI: [0.19,0.23])

in 2020. All tests reject the null hypothesis of a unimodal distribution with p <

2.2 × 10−16 and the 95% confidence intervals are computed from 1000 bootstrap

samples using the bias-corrected and accelerated method. Increasing values of the

test statistic indicates distributions that increasingly deviate from a unimodal dis-

tribution, corroborating the growing division found in the similarity networks.

To understand if the measured increase in polarization is due to the arrival of new

users and influencers in 2020, we repeat this analysis including only users (shown

in Fig. 4.10), only influencers (Fig. 4.11) or only users and influencers (Fig. 4.12)

that were active during both elections. In all cases we observe an increase of the

Hartigans’ dip test (HDT) statistics (see Fig. 4.13 and Tab. A.9) indicating that

the increased polarization is not only due to the departure and arrival of new users

between elections but also to a change of behavior of the users that remained. The

largest increase in HDT for the user distribution is obtained when all users of 2016

and 2020 and only influencers that were present during both years are considered

(+0.08). This setting also corresponds to the smallest increase of the dip test of

the influencer distribution (+0.01, within 95% CI), suggesting that the new influ-

encers of 2020 have more polarized ideologies than the influencers who remained

from 2016 and that the increased polarization of the users is due in large part to

the arrival and departure of users between elections (see Fig. 4.13 and Tab. A.9).
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Fig. 4.10: Latent ideology scale of influencers and their retweeters in 2016 (left) and 2020
(right) using only users active in both years. The latent ideology of the top 5 influencers of each
category is shown as a box plot representing the distribution of the ideology of the users having
retweeted them. The distribution of the ideology estimate of the users is shown in green and the
distribution of the ideology estimate of the top 100 influencers of each news category (computed
as the median of the ideology of their retweeters) is displayed in purple. Pie charts next to the
influencers’ names represent the news categories they belong to (weighted by their respective CI
ranks in each category). Hartigans’ dip test for unimodality applied to the user distribution is
D = 0.094 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.117 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2020. The test
statistics for the influencer distribution is D = 0.178 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.214
(p < 2.2× 10−16) in 2020.

Figure 4.9 reveals a clear increase in polarization of the users and influencers

in 2020 compared to 2016 and an alignment of their latent ideologies in two dis-

tinct groups, mirroring the news media classification groupings seen in Fig. 4.4

and Fig. 4.8. The box plots show that the distributions of users retweeting in-
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Fig. 4.11: Latent ideology scale of influencers and their retweeters in 2016 (left) and 2020
(right) using only influencers active in both years. The latent ideology of the top 5 influencers
of each category is shown as a box plot representing the distribution of the ideology of the users
having retweeted them. The distribution of the ideology estimate of the users is shown in green
and the distribution of the ideology estimate of the top 100 influencers of each news category
(computed as the median of the ideology of their retweeters) is displayed in purple. Pie charts next
to the influencers’ names represent the news categories they belong to (weighted by their respective
CI ranks in each category). Hartigans’ dip test for unimodality applied to the user distribution is
D = 0.107 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.183 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2020. The test
statistics for the influencer distribution is D = 0.163 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.173
(p < 2.2× 10−16) in 2020.

fluencers became more concentrated in 2020, with two clear opposite poles and

fewer influencers having a user base bridging opposite ideologies. These results

independently confirm the shift of news outlets and influencers from the center

to the right and left observed using the news media classifications by external

sources. Indeed, we find an extremely high correlation (above 0.90 for 2016 and
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Fig. 4.12: Latent ideology scale of influencers and their retweeters in 2016 (left) and 2020
(right) using only users and influencers active in both years. The latent ideology of the top 5
influencers of each category is shown as a box plot representing the distribution of the ideology of
the users having retweeted them. The distribution of the ideology estimate of the users is shown in
green and the distribution of the ideology estimate of the top 100 influencers of each news category
(computed as the median of the ideology of their retweeters) is displayed in purple. Pie charts next
to the influencers’ names represent the news categories they belong to (weighted by their respective
CI ranks in each category). Hartigans’ dip test for unimodality applied to the user distribution is
D = 0.095 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.140 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2020. The test
statistics for the influencer distribution is D = 0.164 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) in 2016 and D = 0.171
(p < 2.2× 10−16) in 2020.

2020) between the users’ latent ideology position and their left- or right-leaning

distribution computed using the news media categories in which they posted (see

section 4.4). This high correlation indicates that the shift in bias observed at the

level of the media outlets is also present at the level of the users’ retweeting pattern

and serves as an independent validation of the media outlet classification.
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Fig. 4.13: Hartigans’ dip test values for ideology distribution of users and influencers when consid-
ering all users and influencers or only influencers or users present in 2016 and 2020. 95% CI error
bars are obtained by bootstrap with 1000 runs for each dataset and Bias-corrected and accelerated
confidence intervals method. The numerical values are reported in Table A.9.

4.3 Discussion

This work uses Twitter retweets to study polarization among influencers and those

they influence in the months leading up the 2016 and 2020 U.S. Presidential elec-

tions. Multiple analyses confirm a robust pattern of increasing division into oppos-

ing echo chambers, largely due to the arrival of new, more polarized influencers

and users in 2020. Among the top 100 influencers aggregated across all news

media categories in 2020, seventy-five percent were not present in 2016, demon-
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strating how difficult it is to retain influencer status. The number of influencers

affiliated with media organizations declined by 10% between 2016 and 2020, re-

placed by influencers affiliated with political organizations with center or right

orientations and those with independent organizational affiliation. Most of the in-

fluencers who appeared in 2020 were associated with prominent media or political

party organizations.

Future research should build on this structural analysis by examining the con-

tent of the messages. Content analysis is needed to distinguish between tweets

that are positively and negatively quoted and to develop measures of influence that

go beyond the ability to attract attention from retweeters. For example, an ur-

gent question to answer is whether the influence of unaffiliated Twitter influencers

goes beyond being news spreaders: do they also have the ability to set the issue

agenda? Our study is limited to describing what happened on Twitter. Future re-

search should analyze message content for clues about the ability of influencers

to mobilize voters and social movements offline. We also focused on the flow of

information from influencers to those who retweet them. Future research should

investigate how the actions of the retweeters and followers affect the influencers,

how influencers form networks across types of media, and what are the offline

consequences of polarization of Twitter influencers and users, including the im-

pact on voting. It should also be possible to monitor interactions on other social
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media and during non-election periods to permit finer grained analysis of the new

entrants.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 News Media URL Classification

The website www.allsides.com (AS) rates media bias using a combination of

several methods such as blind surveys, editorial review, third party analysis (e.g.

academic research), independent review and community feedbacks (see www.

allsides.com/media-bias/media-bias-\rating-methods for a

detailed explanation of their methodology). The website mediabiasfact\

check.com (MBFC) scores media bias by evaluating wording, sourcing, and

story choices as well as political endorsement (see mediabiasfactcheck.

com/methodology). MBFC is maintained by a small independent team of

researchers and journalists, offers the largest set of biased and inaccurate news

sources among five fact checking datasets [116], and is widely used for labeling

bias and veracity of news sources (e.g., in [117]–[119]).

To be consistent with the results from 2016 [18], we discard as insignificant

outlets that accumulate less than 1% of the cumulative number of tweets of the

more popular outlets in each category. Removing uniformly insignificant outlets

from all categories also ensures that the tweet volume in each category is indepen-

www.allsides.com
www.allsides.com/media-bias/media-bias-\rating-methods
www.allsides.com/media-bias/media-bias-\rating-methods
mediabiasfact\check.com
mediabiasfact\check.com
mediabiasfactcheck.com/methodology
mediabiasfactcheck.com/methodology
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dent of the number of outlets classified in this category by AS and MBFC. The full

lists of outlets in each category in 2016 and 2020 are given in Tabs. A.1 and A.2.

AS and MBFC updated their bias classification for several outlets between 2016

and 2020, changing the classification used in our analyses as well. For example,

CNN Web News was classified in the center category in 2016 by AS and then in

the left-leaning category in 2020, reflecting a bias shift occurring during this time

(see www.allsides.com/blog/yes-cnns-media-bias-has

-shifted-left).

In Ref. [18], the fake news and extreme-bias categories were based on the clas-

sification of a team of media experts (available at github.com/alexbovet/

opensources) and was cross-checked using the factual reporting scores from

MBFC. As the classification source from 2016 was not updated in 2020, we use

the list of outlets classified as “questionable sources” from MBFC as a reference

for 2020. MBFC describes a questionable source as one “that exhibits one or more

of the following: extreme bias, consistent promotion of propaganda/conspiracies,

poor or no sourcing to credible information, a complete lack of transparency

and/or is fake news.” MBFC rates the factual reporting of each source on a scale

from 0 (very high) to 10 (very low) based on their history of reporting factually

and backing up claims with well-sourced evidence. Outlets with a level of “low”

(score of 7, 8 or 9) or “very low” (score of 10) are classified in the fake news

www.allsides.com/blog/yes-cnns-media-bias-has
-shifted-left
github.com/alexbovet/opensources
github.com/alexbovet/opensources
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category while outlets with a “mixed” level (score of 5 or 6) are classified in the

extremely biased category. No outlets in the disinformation categories have a level

higher than “mixed.” A “low” or “very low” factual reporting level on MBCF cor-

responds to sources that rarely, or almost never use credible sources and “need to

be checked for intentional fake news, conspiracy, and propaganda.” A “mixed”

level is assigned to sources that “do not always use proper sourcing or source to

other biased/mixed factual sources.” We also verify that all outlets in the extremely

biased category have a “bias” reported on MBFC of “right”, “extreme right”, “left“

or “extreme left.”

We identify in our datasets (we give the top hostname as an example in paren-

thesis) for the fake news category: 16 hostnames in 2016 (top: thegatewaypundit.

com) and 20 hostnames in 2020 (top: thegatewaypundit.com), for the ex-

tremely biased (right) category: 17 hostnames in 2016 (top: breitbart.com)

and 10 hostnames in 2020 (top: breitbart.com), for the extremely biased

(left) category: 7 hostnames in 2016 (top: dailynewsbin.com) and 7 host-

names in 2020 (top: occupydemocrats.com), for the left news category: 18

hostnames in 2016 (top: huffingtonpost.com) and 18 hostnames in 2020

(top: rawstory.com), for the left-leaning news category: 19 hostnames in 2016

(top: nytimes.com) and 19 hostnames in 2020 (top: nytimes.com), for the

center news category: 13 hostnames in 2016 (top: cnn.com) and 13 hostnames in

thegatewaypundit.com
thegatewaypundit.com
thegatewaypundit.com
breitbart.com
breitbart.com
dailynewsbin.com
occupydemocrats.com
huffingtonpost.com
rawstory.com
nytimes.com
nytimes.com
cnn.com
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2020 (top: thehill.com), for the right-leaning news category: 7 hostnames in

2016 (top: wsj.com) and 13 hostnames in 2020 (top: nypost.com), for right

news category: 20 hostnames in 2016 (top: foxnews.com) and 19 hostnames in

2020 (top: foxnews.com). The full lists of outlets in each category in 2016 and

2020 are given in SI Tabs. A.1 and A.2.

4.4.2 Influencer Type Classification

For each of the years 2016 and 2020, we manually classified the top-25 influencers

in each news media category as affiliated to a media organization or a political or-

ganization, or unaffiliated (classified either as an independent user or as an uniden-

tified “other” user). The manual labeling procedure was as follows: Eight of the

authors were randomly assigned a subset of the union of the top-25 influencers in

these category lists to independently classify, such that each subset was examined

by three different authors. Each author was shown the account name of the in-

fluencer along with descriptions, posts, and all available non-Twitter information

such as their Wikipedia entry. Each influencer was then assigned their category

based on the majority vote of the three independent classifications.

thehill.com
wsj.com
nypost.com
foxnews.com
foxnews.com
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4.4.3 Similarity Network Analysis

We start by creating for each influencer i a vector ~Si of size U , which stands for

the number of users in our dataset. We used a set of 588 influencers for the 2016

dataset, and a set of 661 influencers for the 2020 dataset. An index u is assigned

to the specific user. The vector element siu defines the number of times user u has

retweeted influencer i. Then, we create the adjacency matrix A of size I × I for

our similarity networks by setting ai1,i2 to the cosine similarity between vectors

~Si1 and ~Si2. It follows that the higher the cosine similarity, the more users have

the similar number of retweets for influencers i1, i2.

We detect communities in the similarity network using the Louvain algorithm [45].

In the similarity networks for both election years, we found two communities.

Using the accounts of influencers in each community, we found that both elec-

tion years one community contains influencers primarily associated with fake

and right-biased news categories, while the other contains influencers from center

and left-biased news categories. This split coincides with an underlying division

among the Twitter user bases in the content they propagate.

We quantify the severity of this split using two measures of separation between

communities. First is modularity that computes the sum of difference between

the fraction of edges within each community and such fraction expected within
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this community in a random network with the same number of nodes and edges.

This metric has a range of [−0.5, 1] [46]. A positive value indicates the presence

of communities separated from each other. The closer the modularity is to 1, the

stronger communities are separated.

The second measure uses the normalized cut, which is the sum of the weights

of every edge that links a pair communities divided by the sum of the weights of

all edges. The result has a range of [0, 1] where the smaller the value, the stronger

the separation among communities.

4.4.4 Latent Ideology Estimation

The latent ideology estimation follows the method developed in [12], [47] adapted

to using retweet interactions instead of following relations. As in [12], we use

correspondence analysis [48] (CA) to infer ideological positions of Twitter users.

The adjacency matrix, A, of the retweet network between the influencers and

their retweeters is the matrix with element aij equal to the number of times user i

retweeted influencer j. We only select tweets that have been sent from the official

Twitter client in order to limit the presence of bots and professional accounts and

we also remove users that show a low interest in the U.S. elections by removing

users that retweeted less than three different influencers. For the 2016 data, the

matrix A has 751,311 rows corresponding to distinct users, 593 columns corre-
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sponding to influencers and the total number of retweets equal to 39,385,772. For

the 2020 data, the matrix A has 2,034,970 rows corresponding to distinct users,

591 columns corresponding to influencers and the total number of retweets equal

to 153,463,788.

The CA method is executed in the following steps [49]. The matrix of standard-

ized residuals of the adjacency matrix is computed as S = D
−1/2
r (P− rc)D

−1/2
c ,

where P = A(
∑

ij aij)
−1 is the adjacency matrix normalized by the total number

of retweets, r = P1 is the vector of row sums, c = 1TP is the vector of col-

umn sums, Dr = diag(r) and Dc = diag(c). Using the standardized residuals

allows the inference to account for the variation of popularity and activity of the

influencers and the users, respectively [12]. Then, a SVD is computed such that

S = UDαV
T with UUT = VVT = I and Dα being a diagonal matrix with the

singular values on its diagonal. The positions of the users are given by the standard

row coordinates: X = D
−1/2
r U where we only consider the first dimension, cor-

responding to the largest singular value. Finally, the ideological positions of the

users are found by standardizing the row coordinates to have a mean of zero and a

standard deviation of one. The ideological position of the influencers is given by

the median of the weighted positions of their retweeters.

We tested the robustness of our method by varying the way we construct ma-

trix A as follow: 1) removing entries with weight 1 to discard relations show-
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ing a weak ideological alignment; 2) considering the logarithm of the number of

retweets as weight for influencer for a sublinear relation between the number of

retweets and the strength of ideology alignment; 3) considering a random subsam-

ple of the 2020 retweet data of the same size than the 2016 retweet data to control

for a potential effect of the difference in sizes of the two datasets. All of these ro-

bustness tests match the results of our initial method with correlation coefficients

between the user position distributions in the robustness tests and in the initial con-

figuration at above 0.995. We also compare the users’ latent ideology distribution

with the users average leaning distribution and find a correlation above 0.90 for

2016 and 2020. The average leaning of users is computed for all users having at

least three tweets classified in at least one news media category and estimated as

the weighted average of the news media category positions, given as: fake news =

4/3, extreme-right bias = 1, right = 2/3, right-leaning = 1/3, center = 0, left-leaning

= -1/3, left = -2/3, extreme-left bias = -1.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF THE ECHO CHAMBER IMPACT ON SOCIAL

MEDIA

Previous chapter analyzes the changes between 2020 and 2016 U.S. presidential

elections. One of the main results of the study is the increase in polarization from

2016 to 2020: respect to 2016, in 2020 the two factions interacted less and in-

creased the distance between their political position. Our finding is also supported

by recent events such as the Capitol Hill riot, which could be seen as an expression

of such increase in polarization and radicalization of the electorate.

Although users segregation is the consequence of a plethora of contributing

causes, online environmental factors may foster polarization and favor the raise of

online echo chambers. In particular, platforms’ feed algorithms may be respon-

sible for increasing the homogeneity of users’ news diet and boost homophilic

interactions. In this chapter, we provide a comparative analysis of the echo cham-

ber effect in four different social media around several topics. By means of net-

works built upon users’ interaction, we also compare the spreading dynamic and

study the presence of echo chambers around the same topic in different platforms.

Our analysis provide insights on the differences and similarities of echo chambers
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across different social media and around several topics.

5.1 Introduction

Social media radically changed the mechanism we access information and form

our opinions [2], [11], [120]–[122]. We need to understand how people seek or

avoid information and how those decisions affect their behavior [123], especially

when the news cycle—dominated by the disintermediated diffusion of informa-

tion—alters the way information is consumed and reported on. A recent study [14]

limited to Twitter claimed that fake news travels faster than real ones. However, a

multitude of factors affects information spreading on social media platforms. On-

line polarization, for instance, may foster misinformation spreading [2], [68]. Our

attention span remains limited [4], [124], and feed algorithms might limit our se-

lection process by suggesting contents similar to the ones we are usually exposed

to [3], [5], [119]. Furthermore, users show the tendency to favor information ad-

hering to their beliefs and join groups formed around a shared narrative, i.e., echo

chambers [2], [6]–[10]. We can broadly define echo chambers as environments in

which the opinion, political leaning, or belief of users about a topic get reinforced

due to repeated interactions with peers or sources having similar tendencies and

attitudes. Selective exposure [125] and confirmation bias [126] (i.e., the tendency

to seek information adhering to pre-existing opinions) may explain the emergence
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of echo chambers on social media [2], [9], [40], [57].

According to group polarization theory [42], an echo chamber can act as a

mechanism to reinforce an existing opinion within a group, and as a result, move

the entire group towards more extreme positions. Echo chambers have been shown

to exist in various forms of online media such as blogs [127], forums [128], and

social-media sites [12], [129], [130]. Some studies point out echo chambers as an

emerging effect of human tendencies, such as selective exposure, contagion, and

group polarization [5], [42], [131]–[133]. However, recently, the effects and the

very existence of echo chambers have been questioned [11]–[13]. This issue is

also fueled by the scarcity of comparative studies on social media, especially for

what concerns news consumption [43]. In this context, the debate around echo

chambers is fundamental to understanding social media’s influence on informa-

tion consumption and public opinion formation. In this paper, we explore the key

differences between social media platforms and how they are likely to influence

the formation of echo chambers or not. As recently shown in the case of selective

exposure to news outlets, studies considering multiple-platforms can offer a fresh

view to long-debated problems [134]. Different platforms offer different interac-

tion paradigms to users, ranging from retweets and mentions on Twitter to likes

and comments in groups on Facebook, thus triggering very different social dynam-

ics [135]. We introduce an operational definition of echo chambers to provide a
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common methodological ground to explore how different platforms influence their

formation. In particular, we operationalize the two common elements that char-

acterize echo chambers into observables that can be quantified and empirically

measured, namely: (i) the inference of the user’s leaning for a specific topic (e.g.,

politics, vaccines), (ii) the structure of their social interactions on the platform.

Then, we use these elements to assess echo chambers’ presence by looking at two

different aspects: (i) homophily in interactions concerning a specific topic and (ii)

bias in the information diffusion from like-minded sources. We focus our analy-

sis on multiple platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, and Gab. These platforms

present similar features and functionalities (e.g., they all allow social feedback ac-

tions such as likes or upvotes) and design (e.g., Gab is similar to Twitter) but also

distinctive features (e.g., Reddit is structured in communities of interest called

subreddits). Reddit is one of the most visited websites worldwide1 and is orga-

nized as a forum to collect discussions on a wide range of topics, from politics to

emotional support. Gab claims to be a social platform aimed at protecting free-

dom of speech. However, low moderation and regulation on content has resulted

in widespread hate speech. For these reasons, it has been repeatedly suspended by

its service provider, and its mobile app has been banned from both App and Play

stores [136]. Overall, we account for the interactions of more than 1M active users

1https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com

https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com
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on the four platforms, for a total of more than 100M unique pieces of content, in-

cluding posts and social interactions. Our analysis shows that platforms organized

around social networks and news feed algorithms, such as Facebook and Twitter,

favor the emergence of echo chambers.

We conclude this work by directly comparing news consumption on Facebook

and Reddit, finding higher segregation on Facebook than on Reddit.

5.2 Characterizing Echo Chambers in Social Media

5.2.1 Operational Definitions

To explore the key differences between social media platforms and how they influ-

ence echo chambers’ formation, we need to operationalize a definition for them.

First, we need to identify the attitude of users at a micro-level. On online so-

cial media, the individual leaning of a user i toward a specific topic, xi, can

be inferred in different ways, via the content produced, or the endorsement net-

work among users [137]. Concerning content, we can define the leaning as the

attitude expressed by a piece of content towards a specific topic. This leaning

can be explicit (e.g., arguments supporting a narrative) or implicit (e.g., framing

and agenda-setting). Let us consider a user i producing a number ai of contents,

Ci = {c1, c2, . . . , cai}, where ai is the activity of user i and each content leaning is

assigned a numeric value. Then the individual leaning of user i can be defined as
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the average of the leanings of produced contents,

xi ≡
∑ai

j=1 cj

ai
. (5.1)

Once inferred individual leanings, polarization can be defined as a state of the

system such that the distribution of leanings, P (x), is concentrated in one or more

clusters. A possible example is the case of a single cluster, distinguishable by a

single, extreme peak in P (x). Another example is the typical case of topics char-

acterized by positive versus negative stances, in which a bimodal distribution can

describe polarization. For instance, if opinions are assumed to be embedded in

a one-dimensional space [138], x ∈ [−1,+1] without loss of generality, as usual

for controversial topics, then polarization is characterized by two well-separated

peaks in P (x), for positive and negative opinions. In contrast, neutral ones are

absent or underrepresented in the population. Note that polarization can happen

independently from the structure or the very presence of social interactions. Ho-

mophily in social interactions can be quantified by representing interactions as a

social network and then analyzing its structure concerning the opinions of the users

[10], [105], [139]. Social networks can be reconstructed in different ways from on-

line social media, where links represent social relationships or interactions. Since

we are interested in capturing the possible exchange of opinions between users, we

assume links as the substrate over which information may flow. For instance, if
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user i follows user j on Twitter, user i can see tweets produced by user j, there is a

flow of information from node j to node i in the network. When the reconstructed

network is directed, we assume the link direction points to potential influencers

(opposite of information flow). Actions such as mentions or retweets may convey

similar flows. In some cases, direct relations between users are not available in

the data, so one needs to assume some proxy for social connections, e.g., a link

between two users if they comment on the same post on Facebook. Crucially,

the two elements characterizing the presence of echo chambers, polarization, and

homophilic interactions, should be quantified independently.

5.2.2 Implementation on Social Media

This section explains how we implement the operational definitions defined above

on different social media. For each medium, we detail (i) how we quantify users’

leaning, and (ii) how we reconstruct how the information spread.

Twitter. We consider the set of tweets posted by user i that contain links to

news outlets of known political leaning. Each news outlet is associated with a

political leaning score ranging from extreme left to extreme right following the

Materials and Methods classification. We infer the individual leaning of a user

i, xi ∈ [−1,+1] by averaging the news organizations’ scores linked by user i

according to (5.1). We analyze three different data sets collected on Twitter related
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to controversial topics: gun control, Obamacare, and abortion. For each data set,

the social interaction network is reconstructed using the following relation so that

there is a direct link from node i to node j if user i follows user j (i.e., the source).

Henceforth we focus on the data set about abortion, and others are reported in the

results section without discussion.

Facebook. We quantify the individual leaning of users considering endorse-

ments in the form of likes to posts. Posts are produced by pages that are labeled

in a certain number of categories, and to each category, we assign a numerical

value (e.g., Anti-Vax (+1) or Pro-Vax (-1)). Each like to a post (only one like

per post is allowed) represents an endorsement for that content, which is assumed

to be aligned with the leaning associated with the page. Thus, the user’s leaning

is defined as the average of the content leanings of the posts liked by the user,

according to (5.1).

We analyze three different data sets collected on Facebook regarding a specific

topic of discussion: vaccines, science versus conspiracy, and news. The interaction

network is defined by considering comments. In such an interaction network, two

users are connected if they co-commented at least one post. Henceforth we focus

on the data set about vaccines and news, and others are reported in the results

section without discussion.

Reddit. The individual leaning of users is quantified similarly to Twitter by
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considering the links to news organizations in the content produced by the users,

submissions, and comments. We build the interaction network considering com-

ments and submissions. There exists a direct link from node i to node j if user

i comments on a submission or comment by user j (we assume that i reads the

comment they are replying to, which is written by j).

We analyze three data sets collected on different subreddits: the donald, poli-

tics, and news. In the following, we focus on the data set collected on the Politics

and the News subreddit, and others are reported in the results section without dis-

cussion.

Gab. The political leaning xi of user i is computed by considering the set of

contents posted by user i containing a link to news outlets of a known political

leaning, similarly to Twitter and Reddit. To obtain the leaning xi of user i, we

averaged the scores of each link posted by user i according to (5.1). The interac-

tion network is reconstructed by exploiting the co-commenting relationships under

posts in the same way as for Facebook. Given two users i and j, an undirected edge

between i and j exists if and only if they comment under the same post.

5.3 Comparative Analysis

In the following, we perform a comparative analysis of four different social me-

dia. We select one dataset for each social media: Abortion (Twitter), Vaccines
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(Facebook), Politics (Reddit), and Gab as a whole. Results for other datasets for

the same medium are qualitatively similar and we show them in section 5.5.5. We

first characterize echo chambers in the networks’ topology, then look at their ef-

fects on information diffusion. Finally, we directly compare news consumption on

Facebook and Reddit.

5.3.1 Polarization and Homophily in the Interaction Networks

The network’s topology can reveal echo chambers, where users are surrounded by

peers with similar leaning, and thus they get exposed with a higher probability

to similar contents. In network terms, this translates into a node i with a given

leaning xi more likely to be connected with nodes with a leaning close to xi [10].

This concept can be quantified by defining, for each user i, the average leaning of

their neighborhood, as xNi ≡ 1
k→i

∑
j Aijxj, where Aij is the adjacency matrix of

the interaction network, Aij = 1 if there is a link from node i to node j, Aij = 0

otherwise, and k→i =
∑

j Aij is the out-degree of node i. Fig. 5.1 shows the cor-

relation between the leaning of a user i and the leaning of their neighbors, xNi ,

for the four social media under consideration. The probability distributions P (x)

(individual leaning) and PN(x) (average leaning of neighbors) are plotted on the

x and y axis, respectively. All plots are color-coded contour maps, representing

the number of users in the phase space (x, xN): the brighter the area in the plan,
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(a) Twitter (b) Reddit

(c) Facebook (d) Gab

Fig. 5.1: Joint distribution of the leaning of users x and the average leaning of their neighborhood
xNN for different data sets. Colors represent the density of users: the lighter, the larger the number
of users. Marginal distribution P (x) and PN(x) are plotted on the x and y axis, respectively.
Facebook and Twitter present by homophilic clustering.

the larger the density of users in that area. The topics of vaccines and abortion,

on Facebook and Twitter, respectively show a strong correlation between the lean-

ing of a user and the average leaning of their nearest neighbors. Similar behavior

is found for different topics from the same social media platform, as shown in
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section 5.5.5. Conversely, Reddit, and Gab show a different picture. The corre-

sponding plots in Fig. 5.1 display a single bright area, indicating that users do not

split into groups with opposite leaning but form a single community, biased to the

left (Reddit) or the right (Gab). Similar results are found for different data sets on

Reddit, as shown in section 5.5.5

(a) Twitter (b) Reddit

(c) Facebook (d) Gab
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Fig. 5.2: Size and average leaning of communities detected in different data sets. Panels a and c
show the full spectrum of leanings related to the topics of abortions and vaccines w.r.t communities
in panels b and d where the political leaning is less sparse.
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The presence of homophilic interactions can be confirmed by the community

structure of the interaction networks. We detect communities by applying the Lou-

vain algorithm [45], removing singleton communities with only one user. Then,

we computed each community’s average leaning, determined as the average of in-

dividual leanings of its members. Fig. 5.2 shows the communities emerging for

each social medium, arranged by increasing average leaning on the x-axis (color-

coded from blue to red), while the y-axis reports the size of the community. On

Facebook and Twitter, communities span the whole spectrum of possible lean-

ings, but users with similar leanings form each community. Some communities

are characterized by a robust average leaning, especially in the case of Facebook.

These results are in accordance with the observation of homophilic interactions.

Instead, communities on Reddit and Gab do not cover the whole spectrum, and all

show similar average leaning. Furthermore, the almost total absence of communi-

ties with leaning very close to 0 confirms the polarized state of the systems.

5.3.2 Effects on Information Spreading

Simple models of information spreading can gauge the presence of echo chambers:

users are expected to exchange information more likely with peers sharing a sim-

ilar leaning [10], [44], [140]. Classical epidemic models such as the susceptible-

infected-recovered (SIR) model [141] have been used to study the diffusion of in-
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formation, such as rumors or news [142]–[144]. In the SIR model, each agent can

be in either of three states: susceptible (unaware of the circulating information),

infectious (aware and willing to spread it further), or recovered (knowledgeable

but not ready to transmit it anymore). Susceptible (unaware) users may become

infectious (aware) upon contact with infected neighbors, with a specific transmis-

sion probability β. Infectious users can spontaneously become recovered with

probability ν. To measure the effects of the leaning of users on the diffusion of

information, we run the SIR dynamics on the interaction networks, by starting the

epidemic process with only one node i infected, and stopping it when no more

infectious nodes are left.

The set of nodes in a recovered state at the end of the dynamics started with user

i as a seed of infection, i.e., those that become aware of the information initially

propagated by user i forms the set of influence of user i, Ii [50]. Thus, the set of

influence of a user represents those individuals that can be reached by a piece of

content sent by him/her, depending on the effective infection ratio β/ν. One can

compute the average leaning of the set of influence of user i, µi, as

µi ≡ |Ii|−1
∑
j∈Ii

xj. (5.2)

The quantity µi indicates how polarized are the users that can be reached by a

message initially propagated by user i [10].
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Fig. 5.3 shows the average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users

with leaning x, for the different data sets under consideration. The recovery rate

ν is fixed at 0.2 for every dataset. In contrast, the ratio between the infection rate

β and average degree 〈k〉 depends on the specific dataset and is reported in the

caption of each figure.

Again, one can observe a clear distinction between Facebook and Twitter, on

one side, and Reddit and Gab on the other side. For the topics of vaccines and

abortion, on Facebook and Twitter, respectively, users with a given leaning are

much more likely to be reached by information propagated by users with similar

leaning, i.e., 〈µ(x)〉 ∼ x. Similar behavior is found for different topics from the

same social media platform, as shown in section 5.5.5. Conversely, Reddit and

Gab show a different behavior: the average leaning of the set of influence, 〈µ(x)〉,

does not depend on the leaning x. As expected, the average leaning in these media

is not zero. Still, it assumes negative (positive) values in Reddit (Gab), indicating

that the users of this platform are more likely to receive left (right)-leaning content.

These results indicate that information diffusion is biased toward individuals

who share similar leaning in some social media, namely Twitter and Facebook. In

contrast, in others – Reddit and Gab in our analysis – this effect is absent. Such

a latter configuration may depend upon two factors: a) Gab and Reddit are not

bursting the echo chamber effects, or b) we are observing the dynamic inside a
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single echo chamber.

Our results are robust for different values of the effective infection ratio β/ν,

as shown in section 5.5.6 Furthermore, Fig. 5.3 shows that the spreading capacity,

represented by the average size of the influence sets (color-coded in Fig. 5.3),

depends on the leaning of the users. On Twitter, pro-abortion users are more

likely to reach larger audiences. The same is true for anti-vax users on Facebook,

left-leaning users on Reddit, and right-leaning users on Gab (in this data set, left-

leaning users are almost absent).

5.3.3 News Consumption on Facebook and Reddit

The striking differences observed across social media, in terms of homophily in

the interaction networks and information diffusion, could be attributed to different

topics taken into account. For this reason, here we compare Facebook and Reddit

on a common topic, news consumption. Facebook and Reddit are particularly apt

to a cross-comparison since they share the definition of individual leaning (com-

puted by using the classification provided by mediabiasfactcheck.org, see Mate-

rials and Methods for further details) and the rationale in creating connections

among users that is based on an interaction network. Fig. 5.4 shows a direct

comparison of news consumption on Facebook and Reddit along the metrics used

in the previous Sections to quantify the presence of echo chambers: i) the corre-
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(a) Twitter (b) Reddit

(c) Facebook (d) Gab
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Fig. 5.3: Average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for dif-
ferent data sets under consideration. Size and color of each point represent the average size of
the influence sets. The parameters of the SIR dynamics are set to β = 0.10〈k〉−1 for panel (a),
β = 0.01〈k〉−1 for panel (b), β = 0.05〈k〉−1 for panel (c) and β = 0.05〈k〉−1 for panel (d), while
ν is fixed at 0.2 for all simulations.

lation between the leaning of a user x and the average leaning of neighbors xN

(top row), ii) the average leaning of communities detected in the networks (middle

row), and iii) the average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users

with leaning x, by running SIR dynamics (bottom row). One can see that all three
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measures confirm the picture obtained for other data sets: On Facebook, we ob-

serve a clear separation among users depending on their leaning, while on Reddit,

users’ leanings are more homogeneous and show only one peak. In the latter social

media, even users displaying a more extreme leaning (noticeable in the marginal

histogram of Figure 5.4 column (b) top row) tend to interact with the majority.

Moreover, on Facebook, the seed user’s leaning affects who the final recipients

of the information are, therefore indicating the presence of echo chambers. On

Reddit, this effect is absent.

5.4 Conclusions

Social media platforms provide direct access to an unprecedented amount of con-

tent. Platforms originally designed for user entertainment changed the way infor-

mation spread. Indeed, feed algorithms mediate and influence the content promo-

tion accounting for users’ preferences and attitudes. Such a paradigm shift affected

the construction of social perceptions and the framing of narratives; it may influ-

ence policy-making, political communication, and the evolution of public debate,

especially on polarizing topics. Indeed, users online tend to prefer information

adhering to their worldviews, ignore dissenting information, and form polarized

groups around shared narratives. Furthermore, when polarization is high, misin-

formation quickly proliferates.
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Some argued that the veracity of the information might be used as a determi-

nant for information spreading patterns. However, selective exposure dominates

content consumption on social media, and different platforms may trigger very

different dynamics. In this work, we explore the key differences between the lead-

ing social media platforms and how they are likely to influence the formation of

echo chambers and information spreading.

To assess the different dynamics, we perform a comparative analysis on more

than 100M pieces of content concerning controversial topics (e.g., gun control,

vaccination, abortion) from Gab, Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter. The analysis fo-

cuses on two main dimensions: i) homophily in the interaction networks and ii)

bias in the information diffusion toward like-minded peers. Our results show that

the aggregation in homophilic clusters of users dominate online dynamics. How-

ever, a direct comparison of news consumption on Facebook and Reddit shows

higher segregation on Facebook. Furthermore, we find significant differences

across platforms in terms of homophilic patterns in the network structure and bi-

ases in the information diffusion towards like-minded users. A clear-cut distinc-

tion emerges between social media having a feed algorithm tweakable by the users

(e.g., Reddit) and social media that don’t provide such an option (e.g., Facebook

and Twitter). Our work provides important insights into the understanding of so-

cial dynamics and information consumption on social media. The next envisioned
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step addresses the temporal dimension of echo chambers to understand better how

different social feedback mechanisms, specific to distinct platforms, can impact

their formation.

5.5 Materials and Methods

Here we provide details about the labelling of news outlets and the data sets con-

sidered.

5.5.1 Labelling of Media Sources

The labelling of news outlets is based on the information provided by Media

Bias/Fact Check (MBFC https://mediabiasfactcheck.com), an inde-

pendent fact-checking organization that rates news outlets on the base of the relia-

bility and of the political bias of the contents they produce and share. The website

provides the political bias related to a wide range of media outlets. The labelling

provided by MBFC, retrieved in June 2019, ranges from Extreme Left to Extreme

Right for what concerns the political bias. Moreover, certain media outlets are

classified as ‘questionable’ sources or ‘conspiracy-pseudoscience’ sources if they

tend to publish misinformation or false contents. Often, such news outlets (with-

out an explicit political label reported by MBFC) actually display a political bias

that is reported in their description, as shown in Figure 5.5.

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com
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Considering the importance of including such media outlets in our analysis, we

manually reported their classification from the description provided by MBFC,

thus adding 468 outlets to the pool of 1722 news outlets that already have a clear

political label. The total number of labelled news outlets is 2190 and the overall

leaning is summarized in Figure 5.6. In order to compute the individual leaning of

users we convert each label into a numerical value, namely, -1 for Extreme Left,

-0.66 for Left, -0.33 for Left-Center, 0 for Least Biased, 0.33 for Right-Center,

0.66 for Right and +1 for Extreme Right.

5.5.2 Data Availability Statement

For what concerns Gab, all data are available on the Pushshift public reposi-

tory (https://pushshift.io/what-is-pushshift-io/) at this link

https://files.pushshift.io/gab/. Reddit Data are available on the

Pushshift public repository at this link https://search.pushshift.io/

reddit/. For what concerns Facebook and Twitter, we provide data according to

their Terms of Services on the corresponding author institutional page at this link

https://walterquattrociocchi.site.uniroma1.it/ricerca. For

news outlet classification, we used data from Media Bias Fact-check (https:

//mediabiasfactcheck.com), an independent fact-checking organization.

For further details about data, refer to the following section.

https://pushshift.io/what-is-pushshift-io/
https://files.pushshift.io/gab/
https://search.pushshift.io/reddit/
https://search.pushshift.io/reddit/
https://walterquattrociocchi.site.uniroma1.it/ricerca
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com
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5.5.3 Empirical Data Sets

Table 5.1 reports summary statistics of the data sets under consideration. Due to

the structural differences among platforms, each dataset has different features. For

Twitter, we used tweets regarding three topics collected by Garimella et al. [8],

namely Gun control, Obamacare, and Abortion. Tweets linking to a news

source with a known bias are classified based on MBFC. Facebook data sets

were created by using Facebook Graph API and were previously explored in [107]

(Science and Conspiracy), [145] (Vaccines) and [3] (News). For the two data

sets Science and Conspiracy and Vaccines, data were labelled in a binary way,

respectively pro vaccines/anti vaccines and pro science/conspiracy based on the

page they were posted. Posts in the data set News were instead classified based on

MBFC labelling. Reddit datasets have been obtained by downloading comments

and submission posted in the subreddit Politics, The Donald and News and la-

belled according to the classification obtained from MBFC. Gab data set has been

collected from https://files.pushshift.io/gab and contains posts,

replies and quotes. Posts were labelled according to MBFC classification. We

provide a detailed description of each datasets in the next section.

https://files.pushshift.io/gab
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5.5.4 Dataset Detailed Description

Twitter

We follow a two-step procedure for creating the Twitter datasets. First, tweets

during the interest periods are retrieved from the Internet Archive Twitter Stream.2

For each topic, we use the keywords specified by Lu et al. [146]. Each user that has

posted 5 or more tweets on the topic during the window of interest is considered

active. We then use the Twitter’s REST API3 to collect all tweets and followers for

each active user. These tweets and relationships are the basis for reconstructing

each network. For more info on the datasets, see the work by Garimella et al. [8].

Gun control: The interest window spans 14 days in June 2016. We consider

C = 19M tweets produced by N = 7506 users. We reconstruct a directed follow

network formed by E = 1 053 275 directed edges. The largest weakly connected

component includes more than 99% of nodes. We identify the individual leaning

of Nc = 6994 users.

Obamacare: The interest window spans 7 days in June 2016. We consider

C = 34M tweets produced by N = 8773 users. We reconstruct a directed follow

network formed by E = 3 797 871 directed edges. The largest weakly connected

component includes more than 99% of nodes. We identify the individual leaning

2https://archive.org/details/twitterstream
3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1

https://archive.org/details/twitterstream
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1
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of Nc = 7899 users.

Abortion: The interest window spans 7 days in June 2016. We consider

C = 34M tweets produced by N = 3995 users. We reconstruct a directed follow

network formed by E = 2 330 276 directed edges. The largest weakly connected

component includes more than 99% of nodes. We identify the individual leaning

of Nc = 3809 users.

Facebook

Science and Conspiracy: The dataset was built by downloading posts of selected

Facebook pages divided into two groups, namely conspiracy news and science

news. Conspiracy pages were selected based on their name, their self description

and with the aid of debunking pages. The selection process was iterated until

convergence among annotators. The dataset, that includes post from pages and

comments to such posts, was created by using Facebook Graph API and has been

previously explored [107]. We consider 75 172 posts by 73 pages categorized in

Science (34) and Conspiracy (39) that involve N = 183 378 active users (at least

1 like and 1 comments), for which we identify the individual leaning, that co-

commented 20 807 976 times. Using this dataset we build an undirected network,

where two users (nodes) are connected if and only if they commented under the

same post at least once. The largest connected component of the co-commenting
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network has G = 181 960 nodes and E = 20 807 491 links.

Vaccines: The dataset was generated in three steps: first a search for pages

containing the keywords vaccine, vaccines, or vaccination was made. Then the raw

outcome was cleaned from spurious pages. Finally, all the posts and comments of

selected pages were downloaded and pages were manually classified in Pro-Vax

and Anti-Vax groups. The dataset was created by using Facebook Graph API

and has been previously explored [145]. We consider 94 776 posts by 243 pages

categorized in Pro-Vax (145) and Anti-Vax (98) that involve 221 758 active users

(at least 1 like and 1 comment), for which we identify the individual leaning,

that co-commented 46 198 446 times. Using this dataset we build an undirected

network, where two users (nodes) are connected if and only if they commented

under the same post at least once. The largest connected component of the co-

commenting network has G = 220 275 nodes and E = 46 193 632 links.

News: The dataset was built by considering a set of Facebook pages of news

outlets listed by the Europe Media Monitor. By using the Facebook Graph API,

all the posts and comments related to these pages in the period 2010-2015 were

downloaded. Facebook pages are labelled according to the annotation obtained

by MBFC. The dataset without annotations has been previously explored [3]. We

consider 15 540 posts by 180 pages categorized from Left to Right (Left (12),

Left-Center (80), Least-Biased (42), Right-Center (33), Right (13)). Such posts
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were co-commented 13 525 230 times by 38663 active users (users with at least 3

likes and 3 comments), for which we identify the individual leaning. Using this

dataset we build a undirected network, where two users (nodes) are connected

if and only if they commented under the same post at least once. The largest

connected component of the co-interaction network has G = 38 594 nodes and

E = 13 525 119 links.

5.5.4 Reddit

Politics: We consider 353 864 comments and submissions posted on the subreddit

politics in the year 2017. From comments under submissions we reconstructed

a directed network formed by N = 240 455 users and E = 5 030 565 directed

edges, where each edge represents a direct reply to a comment. The largest weakly

connected component includes more than 99% of nodes. We exploited the classi-

fication retrieved from MBFC to identify the individual leaning of Nc = 37 148

users, that is considered as a scalar feature of the node.

The Donald: We consider 1.234M comments and submissions posted on the

subreddit The Donald in the year 2017. From comments a submissions we re-

constructed a directed network formed by N = 138 617 users and E = 5 025 290

directed edges, where each edge represents a direct reply to a comment. The

largest weakly connected component includes more than 99% of nodes. We ex-
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ploited the classification retrieved from MBFC to identify the individual leaning

of Nc = 21 905 users.

News: We consider 723 235 comments and submissions posted on the subreddit

news in the year 2017. From comments a submissions we reconstructed a directed

network formed by N = 179 549 users and E = 1 070 589 directed edges, where

each edge represents a direct reply to a comment. The largest weakly connected

component includes more than 99% of nodes. We exploited the classification re-

trieved from MBFC to identify the individual leaning of Nc = 36 875 users.

Gab

The dataset, downloaded from https://files.pushshift.io/gab, spans

from the first Gab post (occurred in 2016) to the late 2018 and it includes data re-

garding post-reply relationships, number of upvotes of posts, repost or replies and

their timestamps. We selected all the contents (post, reply, quote) in the time win-

dow ranging from 11/2017 to 10/2018, that is C = 13 580 937 unique pieces of

content created by N = 165 162 unique users. We consider all the post that have

a link to an external source, for an amount of 3 302 621 posts (excluding YouTube

links). By extracting the domain from each link we obtain a set of 75 436 unique

domains. In this set, 1650 unique domains for a total of 1 454 502 URLs (44%)

were labelled using the classification provided by MBFC. We identified the in-

https://files.pushshift.io/gab
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Table 5.1: For each data set, we report: the starting date of collection T0, time span T expressed in
days (d) or years (y), number of unique contents C, number of users N , coverage nc (fraction of
users with classified leaning), size of the giant component G and average node degree 〈k〉.

Media Data set T0 T C N nc G 〈k〉

Twitter
Gun control 06/2016 14 d 19 M 3963 0.93 3717 798
Obamacare 06/2016 7 d 39 M 8703 0.90 8703 1405
Abortion 06/2016 7 d 34 M 7401 0.95 6828 478

Facebook
Sci/Cons 01/2010 5 y 75 172 183 378 1.00 181960 228
Vaccines 01/2010 7 y 94 776 221 758 1.00 220275 419
News 01/2010 6 y 15 540 38 663 1.00 38594 700

Reddit
Politics 01/2017 1 y 353 864 240 455 0.15 240455 9
The Donald 01/2017 1 y 1.234 M 138 617 0.16 138617 31
News 01/2017 1 y 723 235 179 549 0.20 179549 3

Gab Gab 11/2017 1 y 13 M 165 162 0.13 20701 328

dividual leaning of Nc = 31 286 users. We also reconstructed the interaction

network using co-commenting as a proxy, that is, two users are connected if and

only if they commented under the same post at least once. The largest connected

component of the network includes G = 20 701 nodes, about 66% of the users

with assigned leaning, and E = 8 273 412 edges. The individual leaning xi is

considered as a scalar feature of the node.

5.5.5 Analysis for other Datasets

In this section we report the results obtained for other four data sets not discussed

in the sections before for the sake of brevity, namely “Science and Conspiracy”

(Facebook), “Gun control” (Twitter), “Obamacare” (Twitter) and ‘The Donald”

(Reddit). The techniques and the pipeline is the same used for the datasets ana-
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lyzed in the previous sections.

Science and Conspiracy

Figure 5.7 displays the results obtained for the Facebook dataset called “Science

and Conspiracy”, described in Section 5.5.4. Panel (a) shows the joint distribution

of the leaning of users, x, against the average leaning of their neighborhood XN .

We note that the community referred to as “Science”, to which is associated a

leaning of -1, is much smaller than the community called ”Conspiracy” and for

this reason it is not clearly visible in the density plot but only in the histograms at

its margins. Panel (b) shows the size and average leaning of communities detected

by the Louvain algorithm.

Panels (c) and (d) show the results of the SIR dynamics: the average leaning

〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for two different

values of the infection probability, while the recovery rate is fixed ν = 0.2. Size

and color of each point is related to the average size of the influence sets.

Guncontrol

Figure 5.8 shows the results obtained for the Twitter dataset “Gun control”, de-

scribed in Section 5.5.4. Panel (a) shows the joint distribution of the leaning of

users, x, against the average leaning of their neighborhood XN , in which two dif-
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ferent regions are clearly visible. Panel (b) shows the size and average leaning of

communities detected by the Louvain algorithm.

Panels (c) and (d) show the results of the SIR dynamics: the average leaning

〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for two different

values of the infection probability, while the recovery rate is fixed ν = 0.2. Size

and color of each point is related to the average size of the influence sets.

Obamacare

Figure 5.9 shows the results obtained for the Twitter dataset referred to as “Oba-

macare”, described in Section 5.5.4. Panel (a) shows the joint distribution of the

leaning of users, x, against the average leaning of their neighborhood XN , in

which two interconnected regions are clearly visible. Panel (b) shows the size and

average leaning of communities detected by the Louvain algorithm.

Panels (c) and (d) show the results of the SIR dynamics: the average leaning

〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for two different

values of the infection probability, while the recovery rate is fixed ν = 0.2. Size

and color of each point is related to the average size of the influence sets.
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TheDonald

Figure 5.10 shows the results obtained for the Reddit dataset “The Donald”, de-

scribed in Section 5.5.4. Panel (a) displays the joint distribution of the leaning of

users, x, against the average leaning of their neighborhood XN , showing a unique

region spanning most of the x-axis and concentrated on the values around 0.25 on

the y-axis. Such a region is also characterized by few peaks of leaning (spanning

mainly from Center to Extreme Right) that are displayed in the histogram on the

top margin. Panel (b) shows the size and average leaning of communities detected

by the Louvain algorithm.

Panels (c) and (d) show the results of the SIR dynamics: the average leaning

〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for two different

values of the infection probability, while the recovery rate is fixed ν = 0.2. Size

and color of each point is related to the average size of the influence sets.

5.5.6 Robustness of the SIR Dynamics

In this section, we provide additional results for the SIR dynamics run with differ-

ent parameters on the 6 data sets considered in section 5.3, namely “Abortion” on

Twitter, “Politics” and “News” on Reddit, “Vaccines” and “News” on Facebook,

and Gab.

The results, reported in Fig. 5.11, are qualitatively identical to the ones in
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the main paper and are reported here for the sake of brevity. Details about the

parameters used in the simulations are provided in the caption of Fig. 5.11.
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(a) Facebook (b) Reddit

Fig. 5.4: Direct comparison of news consumption on Facebook (left column) and Reddit (right col-
umn) Joint distribution of the leaning of users x and the average leaning of their nearest-neighbor
xN (top row), size and average leaning of communities detected in the interaction networks (mid-
dle row), and average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, by
running SIR dynamics (bottom row) with parameters β = 0.05〈k〉 for panel (a) and β = 0.006〈k〉
for panel (b) and ν = 0.2 for both. Facebook presents a highly segregated structure w.r.t. Reddit
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Fig. 5.5: Example of the web page of MBFC for two news outlets, namely New York Time and
Breitbart. Notice that, although Breitbart is labeled as ”Questionable”, an explicit leaning appears
in its description.
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Fig. 5.6: Distribution of the leanings assigned to each source, ranging from Extreme Left (numer-
ical value: -1, colored in blue) to Extreme Right (numerical value: +1, colored in red).
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Fig. 5.7: Science vs Conspiracy. Panel (a): Individual leaning versus neighborhood leaning. Panel
(b): Community detection. Panel (c) and (d): average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached
by users with leaning x, for infection probability β = 0.01〈k〉−1 and β = 0.02〈k〉−1, respectively,
where 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network.
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Fig. 5.8: Gun control. Panel (a): Individual leaning versus neighborhood leaning. Panel (b):
Community detection. Panel (c) and (d): average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by
users with leaning x, for infection probability β = 0.1〈k〉−1 and β = 0.2〈k〉−1, respectively, where
〈k〉 is the average degree of the network.
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Fig. 5.9: Obamacare. Panel (a): Individual leaning versus neighborhood leaning. Panel (b): Com-
munity detection. Panel (c) and (d): average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users
with leaning x, for infection probability β = 0.1〈k〉−1 and β = 0.2〈k〉−1, respectively, where 〈k〉
is the average degree of the network.
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Fig. 5.10: The Donald. Panel (a): Individual leaning versus neighborhood leaning. Panel (b):
Community detection. Panel (c) and (d): average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by
users with leaning x, for infection probability β = 0.0067〈k〉−1 and β = 0.013〈k〉−1, respectively,
where 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network.
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(c) News (Facebook) (d) News (Reddit)

Fig. 5.11: Additional results of the SIR dynamics for the six data sets considered in the main
paper. Average leaning 〈µ(x)〉 of the influence sets reached by users with leaning x, for infection
probability β = 0.05〈k〉−1 (Abortion on Twitter, panel (a)), β = 0.005〈k〉−1 (Politics on Reddit,
panel (b)), β = 0.02〈k〉−1 (Vaccines on Facebook, panel (c)), β = 0.025〈k〉−1 (Gab, panel (d)),
β = 0.025〈k〉−1 (News on Facebook, panel (e)), β = 0.01〈k〉−1 (News on Reddit, panel (f)), while
the recovery rate is fixed ν = 0.2. Size and color of each point is related to the average size of the
influence sets.
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CHAPTER 6

MEASURING THE RISE OF COVID-19 DEBATE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

The previous chapter was dedicated to the study of the echo chambers effect on

different platform and around several debated topics. Our study showed that users

tend to interact with peers holding the same beliefs and thus cluster together into

ideologically homogeneous groups. This tendency may be fostered by platform

feed algorithms that strongly suggest contents adhering to users beliefs. Moreover,

our analysis also revealed important insights on the spreading patterns of news

inside echo chambers and how each platform may experience different diffusion

patterns. Hence, one question of primary interest is how events of high public

interest are debated on different platforms.

In this chapter, we analyze the impact of a dramatic event such as the COVID-

19 outbreak on different online environments. We compare the information con-

sumption about COVID-19 in five different social platforms considering both the

contents created and the engagement they receive. We also study the diffusion of

news from reliable and questionable sources and compare their popularity across

platforms.
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6.1 Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) defined the SARS-CoV-2 virus outbreak

as a severe global threat[147]. As foreseen in 2017 by the global risk report of the

World Economic forum, global risks are interconnected. In particular, the case of

the COVID-19 epidemic (the infectious disease caused by the most recently dis-

covered human coronavirus) is showing the critical role of information diffusion

in a disintermediated news cycle [1].

The term infodemic [24], [148] has been coined to outline the perils of misin-

formation phenomena during the management of disease outbreaks [149]–[151],

since it could even speed up the epidemic process by influencing and fragmenting

social response [152]. As an example, CNN has recently anticipated a rumor about

the possible lock-down of Lombardy (a region in northern Italy) to prevent pan-

demics[153], publishing the news hours before the official communication from

the Italian Prime Minister. As a result, people overcrowded trains and airports

to escape from Lombardy toward the southern regions before the lock-down was

put in place, disrupting the government initiative aimed to contain the epidemics

and potentially increasing contagion. Thus, an important research challenge is to

determine how people seek or avoid information and how those decisions affect

their behavior [123], particularly when the news cycle – dominated by the disin-
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termediated diffusion of information – alters the way information is consumed and

reported on.

The case of the COVID-19 epidemic shows the critical impact of this new infor-

mation environment. The information spreading can strongly influence people’s

behavior and alter the effectiveness of the countermeasures deployed by govern-

ments. To this respect, models to forecast virus spreading are starting to account

for the behavioral response of the population with respect to public health in-

terventions and the communication dynamics behind content consumption [152],

[154], [155].

Social media platforms such as YouTube and Twitter provide direct access to

an unprecedented amount of content and may amplify rumors and questionable

information. Taking into account users’ preferences and attitudes, algorithms me-

diate and facilitate content promotion and thus information spreading [156]. This

shift from the traditional news paradigm profoundly impacts the construction of

social perceptions [3] and the framing of narratives; it influences policy-making,

political communication, as well as the evolution of public debate [145], [157],

especially when issues are controversial [2]. Users online tend to acquire infor-

mation adhering to their worldviews [4], [40], to ignore dissenting information

[124], [158] and to form polarized groups around shared narratives [57], [109].

Furthermore, when polarization is high, misinformation might easily proliferate
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[68], [159]. Some studies pointed out that fake news and inaccurate information

may spread faster and wider than fact-based news [14]. However, this might be

platform-specific effect. The definition of “Fake News” may indeed be inadequate

since political debate often resorts to labelling opposite news as unreliable or fake

[16]. Studying the effect of the social media environment on the perception of po-

larizing topics is being addressed also in the case of COVID-19. The issues related

to the current infodemics are indeed being tackled by the scientific literature from

multiple perspectives including the dynamics of hatespeech and conspiracy theo-

ries [160], [161], the effect of bots and automated accounts [162], and the threats

of misinformation in terms of diffusion and opinions formation [163], [164].

In this work we provide an in-depth analysis of the social dynamics in a time

window where narratives and moods in social media related to the COVID-19 have

emerged and spread. While most of the studies on misinformation diffusion focus

on a single platform [2], [14], [18], the dynamics behind information consumption

might be particular to the environment in which they spread on. Consequently,

in this study we perform a comparative analysis on five social media platforms

(Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Reddit and Gab) during the COVID-19 outbreak.

The dataset includes more than 8 million comments and posts over a time span

of 45 days. We analyze user engagement and interest about the COVID-19 topic,

providing an assessment of the discourse evolution over time on a global scale for
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each platform. Furthermore, we model the spread of information with epidemic

models, characterizing for each platform its basic reproduction number (R0), i.e.

the average number of secondary cases (users that start posting about COVID-

19) an “infectious” individual (an individual already posting on COVID-19) will

create. In epidemiology, R0 = 1 is a threshold parameter. When R0 < 1 the

disease will die out in a finite period of time, while the disease will spread for

R0 > 1. In social media, R0 > 1 will indicate the possibility of an infodemic.

Finally, coherently with the classification provided by the fact-checking orga-

nization Media Bias/Fact Check [165] that classifies news sources based on the

truthfulness and bias of the information published, we split news outlets into two

groups. These groups are either associated to the diffusion of (mostly) reliable or

(mostly) questionable contents and we characterize the spreading of information

regarding COVID-19 relying on this classification. We find that users in main-

stream platforms are less susceptible to the diffusion of information from ques-

tionable sources and that information deriving from news outlets marked either as

reliable or questionable do not present significant difference in the way it spreads.

Our findings suggest that the interaction patterns of each social media com-

bined with the peculiarity of the audience of each platform play a pivotal role in

information and misinformation spreading. We conclude the paper by measuring

rumor’s amplification parameters for COVID-19 on each social media platform.
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6.2 Results

We analyze mainstream platforms such as Twitter, Instagram and YouTube as well

as less regulated social media platforms such as Gab and Reddit. Gab is a crowd-

funded social media whose structure and features are Twitter-inspired. It performs

very little control on content posted; in the political spectrum, its user base is

considered to be far-right. Reddit is an American social news aggregation, web

content rating, and discussion website based on collective filtering of information.

We perform a comparative analysis of information spreading dynamics around

the same argument in different environments having different interaction settings

and audiences. We collect all pieces of content related to COVID-19 from the 1st

of January to the 14th of February. Data have been collected filtering contents ac-

cordingly to a selected sample of Google Trends’ COVID-19 related queries such

as: coronavirus, coronavirusoutbreak, imnotavirus, ncov, ncov-19, pandemic, wuhan.

The deriving dataset is then composed of 1,342,103 posts and 7,465,721 comments

produced by 3,734,815 users. For more details regarding the data collection refer

to section 6.4.
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6.2.1 Interaction Patterns

First, we analyze the interactions (i.e., the engagement) that users have with COVID-

19 topics on each platform. The upper panel of Figure 6.1 shows users’ engage-

ment around the COVID-19 topic. Despite the differences among platforms, we

observe that they all display a rather similar distribution of the users’ activity char-

acterized by a long tail. This entails that users behave similarly for what concern

the dynamics of reactions and content consumption. Indeed, users’ interactions

with the COVID-19 content present attention patterns similar to any other topic

[166]. The highest volume of interactions in terms of posting and commenting

can be observed on mainstream platforms such as YouTube and Twitter.

Then, to provide an overview of the debate concerning the disease outbreak,

we extract and analyze the topics related to the COVID-19 content by means of

Natural Language Processing techniques. We build word embedding for the text

corpus of each platform, i.e. a word vector representation in which words sharing

common contexts are in close proximity. Moreover, by running clustering pro-

cedures on these vector representations, we separate groups of words and topics

that are perceived as more relevant for the COVID-19 debate. For further details

refer to section 6.4. The results (Figure 6.1, middle panel) show that topics are

quite similar across each social media platform. Debates range from comparisons
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1 Diamond Princess
2 Biological warfare
3 Death toll, infection rates
4 Chinese wet markets
5 Bill Gates Foundation simulation
6 Mass cremation in Wuhan
7 Economic impact
8 Virus spreading
9 Colloidal silver
10 Prayers, God blessing request
11 Suspended flights 
12 Protection advice
13 Tencent censorship
14 Other

1 Death toll, infection rates
2 Governments and decision making
3 Economic impact
4 Disease description and sympthoms
5 Diamond Princess
6 Suspended flights and repatriation
7 Li Wenliang
8 Comparison with other viruses
9 Chinese crisis
10 Cure and therapy
11 Hong Kong protests
12 Virus spreading
13 Protection advice
14 Hospitals
15 Racism
16 Biological warfare
17 Bill Gates Foundation simulation
18 Tencent censorship
19 Other

1 Death toll, infection rates
2 Communist regime
3 Chinese wet markets
4 Prayers, God blessing request
5 Protection advice
6 Economic impact
7 Virus spreading
8 Comparison with other viruses
9 Governments and decision making
10 Disease description 
11 Suspended flights and repatriation
12 Cure and therapy
13 Racism
14 Other

1 Chinese crisis
2 Protection advice
3 Death toll, infection rates
4 Governments 
5 Prayers, God blessing request
6 Comparison with other viruses
7 Diamond Princess
8 Huoshenshan hospital
9 Racism
10 Other

1 Suspended flights and repatriation
2 Economic impact
3 Protection advice
4 Prayers, God blessing request
5 Death toll, infection rates
6 Biological warfare
7 Communist regime
8 Huoshenshan hospital
9 Comparison with other viruses
10 Chinese wet markets
11 Virus spreading
12 Disease description and sympthoms
13 Racism
14 Other

Fig. 6.1: Upper panel: activity (likes, comments, reposts, etc..) distribution for each social me-
dia. Middle panel: most discussed topics about COVID-19 on each social media. Lower panel:
cumulative number of content (posts, tweets, videos, etc..) produced from the 1st of January to the
14th of February. Due to the Twitter API limitations in gathering past data, the first data point for
Twitter is dated January 27th.

to other viruses, requests for God blessing, up to racism, while the largest volume

of interaction is related to the lock-down of flights.

Finally, to characterize user engagement with the COVID-19 on the five plat-
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forms, we compute the cumulative number of new posts each day (Figure 6.1,

lower panel). For all platforms, we find a change of behavior around the 20th

of January, that is the day that the World Health Organization (WHO) issued its

first situation report on the COVID-19 [167]. The largest increase in the number

of posts is on the 21st of January for Gab, the 24th January for Reddit, the 30th

January for Twitter, the 31th January for YouTube and the 5th of February for In-

stagram. Thus, social media platforms seem to have specific timings for content

consumption; such patterns may depend upon the difference in terms of audience

and interaction mechanisms (both social and algorithmic) among platforms.

6.2.2 Information Spreading

Efforts to simulate the spreading of information on social media by reproducing

real data have mostly applied variants of standard epidemic models [168]–[171].

Coherently, we analyze the observed monotonic increasing trend in the way new

users interact with information related to the COVID-19 by using epidemic mod-

els. Unlike previous works, we do not only focus on models that imply specific

growth mechanisms, but also on phenomenological models that emphasize the re-

producibility of empirical data [172].

Most of the epidemiological models focus on the basic reproduction number

R0, representing the expected number of new infectors directly generated by an
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Fig. 6.2: Growth of the number of authors vs time. Time is expressed in number of days since
1st Jan 2020 (day 1). Shaded areas represents [5%, 95%] estimates of the models obtained via
bootstrapping least square estimates of the EXP model (upper panels) and of the SIR model (lower
panels). For details the SIR and the EXP model, see SI.

infected individual for a given time period [55]. An epidemic occurs if R0 > 1,

– i.e., if an exponential growth in the number of infections is expected at least in

the initial phase. In our case, we try to model the growth in number of people

publishing a post on a subject as an infective process, where people can start pub-

lishing after being exposed to the topic. While in real epidemicsR0 > 1 highlights

the possibility of a pandemic, in our approach R0 > 1 indicates the emergence of

an infodemic. We model the dynamics both with the phenomenological model of

[53] (from now on referred to as the EXP model) and with the standard SIR (Sus-

ceptible, Infected, Recovered) compartmental model [54]. Further details on the

modeling approach can be found in section 6.4.

As shown in Figure 6.2, each platform has its own basic reproduction num-
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Gab Reddit YouTube Instagram Twitter
REXP

0 [1.42, 1.52] [1.44, 1.51] [1.56, 1.70] [2.02, 2.64] [1.65, 2.06]
RSIR

0 [2.2, 2.5] [2.4, 2.8] [3.2, 3.5] [1.1x102, 1.6x102] [4.0, 5.1]

Table 6.1: [5%, 95%] interval of confidence R0 as estimated from bootstrapping the least square
fits parameter of the EXP and of the SIR model. Notice that, due to the steepness of the growth of
the number of new authors in Instagram, R0 assumes unrealistic values ∼ 102 for the SIR model.

ber R0. As expected, all the values of R0 are supercritical - even considering

confidence intervals (Table 6.1) - signaling the possibility of an infodemic. This

observation may facilitate the prediction task of information spreading during crit-

ical events. Indeed, according to this result we can consider information spreading

patterns on each social media to predict social response when implementing crisis

management plans.

While R0 is a good proxy for the engagement rate and a good predictor for

epidemic-like information spreading, social contagion phenomena might be in

general more complex [133], [173], [174]. For instance, in the case of Instagram,

we observe an abrupt jump in the number of new users that cannot be explained

with continuous models like the standard epidemic ones; accordingly, the SIR

model estimates a value of R0 ∼ 102 that is way beyond what has been observed

in any real-world epidemic.
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6.2.3 Questionable VS Reliable Information Sources

We conclude our analysis by comparing the diffusion of information from ques-

tionable and reliable sources on each platform. We tag links as reliable or question-

able according to the data reported by the independent fact-checking organization

Media Bias/Fact Check [165]. In order to clarify the limits of an approach that

is based on labelling news outlets rather than single articles, as for instance per-

formed in [18], [19], we report the definitions used in this paper for questionable

and reliable information sources. In accordance with the criteria established by

MBFC, by questionable information source we mean a news outlet systematically

showing one or more of the following characteristics: extreme bias, consistent pro-

motion of propaganda/conspiracies, poor or no sourcing to credible information,

information not supported by evidence or unverifiable, a complete lack of trans-

parency and/or fake news. By reliable information sources we mean news outlets

that do not show any of the aforementioned characteristics. Such outlets can any-

way produce contents potentially displaying a bias towards liberal/conservative

opinion, but this does not compromise the overall reliability of the source.

Figure 6.3 shows, for each platform, the plots of the cumulative number of

posts and reactions related to reliable sources versus the cumulative number of

posts and interactions referring to questionable sources. By interactions we mean
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EU ER α
Gab 5.6 1.4 3.9

Reddit 22.7 40.1 0.55
Twitter 15.1 15.6 0.97

YouTube 1.4×104 3.9×104 0.35

Table 6.2: The average engagement of a post is the number of reactions expected for a post and is a
measure of how much a post is amplified in each social media platform. The average engagement
EU (for unreliable post) and ER (for reliable post) vary from platform to platform, and are the
largest in Twitter and the lowest in Gab. The coefficient of relative amplification α = EU/ER
measures whether a social media amplifies more unreliable (α > 1) or reliable (α < 1) posts.
Among more popular social media platforms, we notice that Twitter is the most neutral (α ∼ 1%
i.e. EU ∼ ER), while YouTube amplifies unreliable sources less (α ∼ 4/10). Among less popular
social media platforms, Reddit reduces the impact of unreliable sources (α ∼ 1/2) while Gab
strongly amplifies them (α ∼ 4).

the overall reactions, e.g. likes or other form or endorsement and comments, that

can be performed with respect to a post on a social platform. Surprisingly, all

the posts show a strong linear correlation, i.e., the number of posts/reactions re-

lying on questionable and reliable sources grows with the same pace inside the

same social media platform. We observe the same phenomenon also for the en-

gagement with reliable and questionable sources. Hence, the growth dynamics of

posts/interactions related to questionable news outlets is just a re-scaled version of

the growth dynamics of posts/reactions related to reliable news outlets; however,

the re-scaling factor ρ (i.e., the fraction of questionable over reliable) is strongly

dependent on the platform.

In particular, we observe that in mainstream social media the number of posts

produced by questionable sources represents a small fraction of posts produced
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Gab Reddit YouTube Twitter

Fig. 6.3: Upper panels: plot of the cumulative number of posts referring to questionable sources
versus the cumulative number of posts referring to reliable sources. Lower panel: plot of the
cumulative number of engagements relatives to questionable sources versus the cumulative number
of engagements relative to reliable sources. Notice that a linear behavior indicates that the time
evolution of questionable posts/engagements is just a re-scaled version of the time evolution of
reliable posts/engagements. Each plot indicates the regression coefficients ρ, representing the ratio
among the volumes of questionable and reliable posts (ρpost) and engagements (ρeng). In more
popular social media, the number of questionable posts represents a small fraction of the reliable
ones; same thing happens in Reddit. Among less popular social media, a peculiar effect is observed
in Gab: while the volume of questionable posts is just the ∼ 70% of the volume of reliable ones,
the volume of engagements for questionable posts is ∼ 3 times bigger than the volume for reliable
ones. Further details concerning the regression coefficients are reported in Methods.
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by reliable ones; the same thing happens in Reddit. Among less regulated so-

cial media, a peculiar effect is observed in Gab: while the volume of posts from

questionable sources is just the ∼ 70% of the volume of posts from reliable ones,

the volume of reactions for the former ones is ∼ 3 times bigger than the volume

for the latter ones. Such results hint the possibility that different platform react

differently to information produced by reliable and questionable news outlets.

To further investigate this issue, we define the amplification factor E as the av-

erage number of reactions to a post; hence, E is a measure that quantifies the extent

to which a post is amplified in a social media. We observe that the amplification EU

(for unreliable posts posts produced by questionable outlets) and ER (for reliable

posts posts produced by reliable outlets) vary from social media platform to social

media platform and that assumes the largest values in YouTube and the lowest in

Gab. To measure the permeability of a platform to posts from questionable/reliable

news outlets, we then define the coefficient of relative amplification α = EU/ER.

It is a measure of whether a social media amplifies questionable (α > 1) or reliable

(α < 1) posts. Results are shown in Table 6.2. Among mainstream social media,

we notice that Twitter is the most neutral (α ∼ 1 i.e. EU ∼ ER), while YouTube

amplifies questionable sources less (α ∼ 4/10). Among less popular social media,

Reddit reduces the impact of questionable sources (α ∼ 1/2), while Gab strongly

amplifies them (α ∼ 4).
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Therefore, we conclude that the main drivers of information spreading are re-

lated to specific peculiarities of each platform and depends upon the group dynam-

ics of individuals engaged with the topic.

6.3 Conclusions

In this work we perform a comparative analysis of users’ activity on five different

social media platforms during the COVID-19 health emergency. Such a timeframe

is a good benchmark for studying content consumption dynamics around critical

events in a times when the accuracy of information is threatened. We assess user

engagement and interest about the COVID-19 topic and characterize the evolution

of the discourse over time.

Furthermore, we model the spread of information using epidemic models and

provide basic growth parameters for each social media platform. We then ana-

lyze the diffusion of questionable information for all channels, finding that Gab

is the environment more susceptible to misinformation dissemination. However,

information deriving from sources marked either as reliable or questionable do

not present significant differences in their its spreading patterns. Our analysis sug-

gests that information spreading is driven by the interaction paradigm imposed

by the specific social media or/and by the specific interaction patterns of groups

of users engaged with the topic. We conclude the paper by computing rumor’s
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amplification parameters for social media platforms.

We believe that the understanding of social dynamics between content con-

sumption and social media platforms is an important research subject, since it may

help to design more efficient epidemic models accounting for social behavior and

to design more effective and tailored communication strategies in time of crisis.

6.4 Methods

6.4.1 Data Collection

Table 6.3 reports the data breakdown of the five social media platforms. Dif-

ferent data collection processes have been performed depending on the platform.

In all cases we guided the data collection by a set of selected keywords based

on Google Trends’ COVID-19 related queries such as: coronavirus, pandemic,

coronaoutbreak, china, wuhan, nCoV, IamNotAVirus, coronavirus update, coron-

avirus transmission, coronavirusnews, coronavirusoutbreak.

The Reddit dataset was downloaded from the Pushift.io archive, exploiting the

related API. In order to filter contents linked to COVID-19, we used our set of

keywords.

In Gab, although no official guides are available, there is an API service that

given a certain keyword, returns a list of users, hashtags and groups related to

it. We queried all the keywords we selected based on Google Trends and we

https://pushshift.io/
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downloaded all hashtags linked to them. We then manually browsed the results

and selected a set of hashtags based on their meaning. For each hashtag in our list,

we downloaded all the posts and comments linked to it.

For YouTube, we collected videos by using the YouTube Data API by searching

for videos that matched our keywords. Then an in depth search was done by

crawling the network of videos by searching for more related videos as established

by the YouTube algorithm. From the gathered set, we filtered the videos that

matched coronavirus, nCov, corona virus, corona-virus, corvid, covid or SARS-

CoV in the title or description. We then collected all the comments received by

those videos.

For Twitter, we collect tweets related to the topic coronavirus by using both the

search and stream endpoint of the Twitter API. The data derived from the stream

API represent only 1% of the total volume of tweets, further filtered by the selected

keywords. The data derived from the search API represent a random sample of the

tweets containing the selected keywords up to a maximum rate limit of 18000

tweets every 10 minutes.

Since no official API are available for Instagram data, we built our own process

to collect public contents related to our keywords. We manually took notes of

posts, comments and populated the Instagram Dataset.
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Posts Comments Users Period
Gab 6,252 4,364 2,629 01/01-14/02

Reddit 10,084 300,751 89,456 01/01-14/02
YouTube 111,709 7,051,595 3,199,525 01/01-14/02

Instagram 26,576 109,011 52,339 01/01-14/02
Twitter 1,187,482 - 390,866 27/01-14/02
Total 1,342,103 7,465,721 3,734,815

Table 6.3: Data breakdown of the number of posts, comments and users for all platforms.

6.4.2 Matching Ability

We consider all the posts in our dataset that contain at least one URL linking to

a website outside the related social media platfrom (e.g., tweets pointing outside

Twitter). We separate URLs in two main categories obtained using the classifica-

tion provided by MediaBias/FactCheck (MBFC). MBFC provides a classification

determined by ranking bias in four different categories, one of them being Fac-

tual/Sourcing. In that category, each news outlet is associated to a label that refers

to its reliability as expressed in three labels, namely Conspiracy-Pseudoscience,

Pro-Science or Questionable. Noticeably, also the Questionable set include a wide

range of political bias, from Extreme Left to Extreme Right.

Using such a classification, we assign to each of these outlets a binary label that

partially stems from the labelling provided by MBFC. We divide the news outlets

into Questionable and Reliable. All the outlets already classified as Questionable

or belonging to the category Conspiracy-Pseudoscience are labelled as Question-
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Gab Reddit YouTube Instagram Twitter
Posts containing a URL 3778 10084 351786 1328 356448

Matched 0.47 0.55 0.035 0.09 0.27
Questionable 0.38 0.045 0.064 0.05 0.10

Reliable 0.62 0.955 0.936 0.95 0.90

Table 6.4: Number of posts containing a URL, matching ability and classification for each of the
five platforms.

able, the rest is labelled as Reliable. Thus, by questionable information source

we mean a news outlet systematically showing one or more of the following char-

acteristics: extreme bias, consistent promotion of propaganda/conspiracies, poor

or no sourcing to credible information, information not supported by evidence or

unverifiable, a complete lack of transparency and/or fake news. By reliable infor-

mation sources we mean news outlets that do not show any of the aforementioned

characteristics. Such outlets can anyway produce contents potentially displaying a

bias towards liberal/conservative opinion, but this does not compromise the overall

reliability of the source.

Considering all the 2637 news outlets that we retrieve from the list provided

by MBFC we end up with 800 outlets classified as Questionable 1837 outlets

classified as Reliable. Using such a classification we quantify our overall ability

to match and label domains of posts containing URLs, as reported in Table 6.4.

The matching ability that is low doesn’t refer to the ability of identifying known

domain but to the ability of finding the news outlets that belong to the list provided

by MBFC. Indeed in all the social networks we find a tendency towards linking to
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other social media platforms, as shown in Table 6.5.

Gab Reddit YouTube Instagram Twitter Facebook
Gab 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.138 ∼0

Reddit 0.043 0.006 0.009 0.001 ∼0 0
YouTube 0 ∼0 0.292 ∼0 0.088 0.081
Instagram 0 0 0.003 0 0.001 0.001

Twitter 0.059 0.001 0.257 0.003 ∼0 ∼0

Table 6.5: Fraction of URLs pointing to social media. Table should be read as entries in each row
link to entries in each column. For example, Gab links to Reddit 0.003.

6.4.3 Text Analysis

To provide an overview of the debate concerning the virus outbreak on the vari-

ous platforms, we extract and analyze all topics related to COVID-19 by applying

Natural Language Processing techniques to the written content of each social me-

dia platform. We first build word embedding for the text corpus of each platform,

then, to assess the topics around which the perception of the COVID-19 debate

is concentrated, we cluster words by running the Partitioning Around Medoids

(PAM) algorithm on their vector representations.

Word embeddings, i.e., distributed representations of words learned by neural

networks, represent words as vectors in Rn bringing similar words closer to each

other. They perform significantly better than the well-known Latent Semantic

Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for preserving linear regu-

larities among words and computational efficiency on large data sets [175]. In this
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paper we use the Skip-gram model [51] to construct word embedding of each so-

cial media corpus. More formally, given a content represented by the sequence of

words w1, w2, . . . , wT , we use stochastic gradient descent with gradient computed

through backpropagation rule [52] for maximizing the average log probability

1

T

T∑
t=1

 k∑
j=−k

log p(wt+j|wt)

 (6.1)

where k is the size of the training window. Therefore, during training the vector

representations of closely related words are pushed to be close to each other.

In the Skip-gram model, every word w is associated with its input and output

vectors, uw and vw, respectively. The probability of correctly predicting the word

wi given the word wj is defined as

p(wi|wj) =
exp

(
uTwi

vwj

)
V∑
l=1

exp
(
uTl vwj

) (6.2)

where V is the number of words in the corpus vocabulary. Two major parameters

affect the training quality: the dimensionality of word vectors, and the size of the

surrounding words window. We choose 200 as vector dimension – that is typical

value for training large dataset – and 6 words for the window.

Before applying the tool, we reduced the contents to those written in English
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as detected with cld3. Then we cleaned the corpora by removing HTML code,

URLs and email addresses, user mentions, hashtags, stop-words, and all the spe-

cial characters including digits. Finally, we dropped words composed by less than

three characters, words occurring less than five times in all the corpus, and con-

tents with less than three words.

To analyze the topics related to COVID-19, we cluster words by PAM and

using as proximity metric the cosine distance matrix of words in their vector rep-

resentations. In order to select the number of clusters, k, we calculate the average

silhouette width for each value of k. Moreover, for evaluating the cluster stabil-

ity, we calculate the average pairwise Jaccard similarity between clusters based on

90% sub-samples of the data. Lastly, we produce word clouds to identify the topic

of each cluster. To provide a view about the debate around the virus outbreak, we

define the distribution over topics Θc for a given content c as the distribution of

its words among the word clusters. Thus, to quantify the relevance of each topic

within a corpus, we restrict to contents c with max Θc > 0.5 and consider them

uniquely identified as a single topic each. Table 6.6 shows the results of the text

cleaning and topic analysis for all the data.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cld3/index.html
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Cleaned contents Vocabulary size Topics Contents with max Θ > 0.5
Instagram 21,189 posts 15,324 17 4,467

Twitter 638,214 posts 22,587 21 369,131
Gab 5,853 posts 3,024 19 2,986

Reddit 10,084 posts 1,968 34 6,686
YouTube 815,563 comments 35,381 30 679,261

Table 6.6: Results of text cleaning and analysis for all the corpora.

6.4.4 Epidemiological Models

Several mathematical models can be used to analyse potential mechanisms that un-

derline epidemiological data. Generally, we can distinguish among phenomeno-

logical models that emphasize the reproducibility of empirical data without in-

sights in the mechanisms of growth, and more insightful mechanistic models that

try to incorporate such mechanisms [172].

To fit our cumulative curves, we first use the adjusted exponential model of [53]

since it naturally provides an estimate of the basic reproduction number R0. This

phenomenological model (from now on indicated as EXP) has been successfully

employed in data-scarce settings and shown to be on-par with more traditional

compartmental models for multiple emerging diseases like Zika, Ebola, and Mid-

dle East Respiratory Syndrome [53].

The model is defined by the following single equation:

I =

[
R0

(1 + d)t

]t
(6.3)
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Here, I is incidence, t is the number of days, R0 is the basic reproduction

number and d is a damping factor accounting for the reduction in transmissibility

over time. In our case, we interpret I as the number Cauth of authors that have

published a post on the subject.

As a mechanistic model, we employ the classical SIR model [54]. In such

a model, a susceptible population can be infected with a rate β by coming into

contact with infected individuals; however, infected individuals can recover with

a rate γ. The model is described by a set of differential equations:

∂tS = −βS · I/N

∂tI = βS · I/N − γI (6.4)

∂tR = γI

where S is the number of susceptible, I is the number of infected and R is the

number of recovered. In our case, we interpret the number I + R as the number

Cauth of authors that have published a post on the subject.

In the SIR model, the basic reproduction number R0 = β/γ corresponds to the

ration among the rate of infection by contact β and the rate of recovery γ. Notice

that for the SIR model, vaccination strategies correspond to bringing the system

in a situation where S < N/R0; in such a way, both the number of infected will
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decrease.

To estimate the basic reproduction numbers REXP
0 and RSIR

0 for the EXP and

the SIR model, we use least square estimates of the models’ parameters[55]. The

range of parameters is estimated via bootstrapping [172], [176].

6.4.5 Linear Regression Coefficients

Table 6.7 reports the regression coefficient ρ, the intercept and the R2 values for the

linear fit of Figure 6.3. High values of R2 confirm the linear relationship between

reliable and questionable sources in information diffusion.

Dataset Type Intercept Coefficient (ρ) R2

Gab Posts -22.321 0.695 0.996
Reddit Posts -4.111 0.047 0.997

Youtube Posts 4.529 0.073 0.998
Twitter Posts -151.44 0.110 0.998

Gab Reactions 74.577 2.721 0.981
Reddit Reactions -70.677 0.026 0.990

Youtube Reactions -8854.33 0.025 0.986
Twitter Reactions -2136.978 0.107 0.987

Table 6.7: Coefficients and R2 of the linear regressions displayed in Figure 3.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this chapter, we summarize the results of the works presented, drawn conclu-

sions, and sketch the line of the research for future works.

7.1 Summary of Key Findings

The research presented in this thesis mainly focused on two aspects of the social

media environment: information consumption dynamics and echo chambers. We

first showed the marginal role of fake news during the 2019 European elections,

then we analyzed and quantified the difference in polarization between the 2016

and 2020 U.S. presidential elections. We also compared the share of misinforma-

tion and fake news circulating, showing the decrease in the presence of fake news

and automated accounts. We also highlighted the presence of two clusters of users

with opposite political leaning that increased the opinion distance over time. Thus,

we looked at the possible environmental factors that may foster the polarization

of users and the rise of echo chambers by comparing the debate around several

topics on different platforms. We found that social media feed algorithms may

foster the echo chamber effects and that information consumption is influenced by
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the structure of echo chambers. Finally, we observed how different social media

platforms reacted to the COVID-19 outbreak. We found a dramatic increase in the

amount of news shared on all platforms that leads to an overabundance of both re-

liable and questionable information. This uncontrolled proliferation of COVID-19

contents has been so impressive to the point that the term “infodemic” has been

coined to describe it. Moreover, we compared the proliferation of questionable

and reliable news among different platforms finding that their level of diffusion

and consumption depends on the environment in which they spread, but has com-

parable dynamics for both types of news. To conclude, the level of diffusion of

a piece of information depends on the presence of an audience, or better an echo

chamber, prone to endorse that type of content. However, several factors such as

the platform feature, the characteristic of the user base or the feed algorithm, may

influence the existence of such users and thus the level of diffusion of the infor-

mation. Nevertheless, the spreading dynamic seems to be independent from some

characteristic of the content, such as reliability.

7.2 Future Works

Although a considerable amount of research about echo chambers and informa-

tion spreading has been published, there are still open questions. One of the most

important is the process dominating the rise of polarization and echo chambers.
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We now have several techniques to reveal the presence of polarization and echo

chambers, but we still lack tools to describe the rise and evolution of echo cham-

bers. However, this line of research is likely to benefit from the vast amount of

historical data that some platforms recently made available for academic purposes.

A better understanding of the echo chambers evolution may aid the design of ac-

tions and feed algorithms that reduce polarization and segregation among users.

Another important question is the quantification of the segregation level among

online communities. Even if some studies tried to model polarization, we still

miss a metric to measure the polarization level for different topics and across sev-

eral platforms, allowing us to compare and study the evolution of polarization

over time. A crucial element of online social media studies is the representative-

ness and the biases that possibly affect the data gathered from online platforms.

Indeed, online data may not reflect the offline world in an unbiased manner or not

adequately represent all the aspects of an online environment, and the effects on

research results of such biases still need to be precisely addressed. Finally, we

still lack of knowledge about the relationship between online debate and offline

actions. Frequently, social media platforms have been identified as the trigger of

actions such as assault, shootings and radicalization, but we still do not know to

which extent the online echo system can influence offline behaviours.
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APPENDIX A

TABLES FOR MEASURING THE EVOLUTION OF POLARIZATION

AND NEWS INFLUENCERS BETWEEN TWO U.S. PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS ON TWITTER
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fake news extreme bias (right) news right news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 thegatewaypundit.com 761 756 breitbart.com 1 854 920 foxnews.com 1 122 732
2 truthfeed.com 554 955 dailycaller.com 759 504 dailymail.co.uk 474 846
3 infowars.com 478 872 americanthinker.com 179 696 washingtonexaminer.com 462 769
4 therealstrategy.com 241 354 wnd.com 141 336 nypost.com 441 648
5 conservativetribune.com 212 273 freebeacon.com 129 077 bizpacreview.com 170 770
6 zerohedge.com 186 706 newsninja2012.com 127 251 nationalreview.com 164 036
7 rickwells.us 78 736 hannity.com 114 221 lifezette.com 139 257
8 departed.co 72 773 newsmax.com 94 882 redstate.com 105 912
9 thepoliticalinsider.com 66 426 endingthefed.com 88 376 allenbwest.com 104 857

10 therightscoop.com 63 852 truepundit.com 84 967 theconservativetreehouse.com 102 515
11 teaparty.org 48 757 westernjournalism.com 77 717 townhall.com 102 408
12 usapoliticsnow.com 46 252 dailywire.com 67 893 investors.com 102 295
13 clashdaily.com 45 970 newsbusters.org 60 147 theblaze.com 99 029
14 thefederalistpapers.org 45 831 ilovemyfreedom.org 54 772 theamericanmirror.com 91 538
15 redflagnews.com 45 423 100percentfedup.com 54 596 ijr.com 71 558
16 thetruthdivision.com 44 486 pjmedia.com 46 542 judicialwatch.org 70 543
17 weaselzippers.us 45 199 thefederalist.com 55 835
18 hotair.com 55 431
19 conservativereview.com 54 307
20 weeklystandard.com 50 707

right leaning news center news left leaning news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 wsj.com 310 416 cnn.com 2 291 736 nytimes.com 1 811 627
2 washingtontimes.com 208 061 thehill.com 1 200 123 washingtonpost.com 1 640 088
3 rt.com 157 474 politico.com 1 173 717 nbcnews.com 512 056
4 realclearpolitics.com 128 417 usatoday.com 326 198 abcnews.go.com 467 533
5 telegraph.co.uk 82 118 reuters.com 283 962 theguardian.com 439 580
6 forbes.com 64 186 bloomberg.com 266 662 vox.com 369 789
7 fortune.com 57 644 businessinsider.com 239 423 slate.com 279 438
8 apnews.com 198 140 buzzfeed.com 278 642
9 observer.com 128 043 cbsnews.com 232 889

10 fivethirtyeight.com 124 268 politifact.com 198 095
11 bbc.com 118 176 latimes.com 190 994
12 ibtimes.com 72 424 nydailynews.com 188 769
13 bbc.co.uk 71 941 theatlantic.com 177 637
14 mediaite.com 152 877
15 newsweek.com 149 490
16 npr.org 142 143
17 independent.co.uk 127 689
18 cnb.cx 87 094
19 hollywoodreporter.com 84 997

left news extreme bias (left) news
hostnames N hostnames N

1 huffingtonpost.com 1 057 518 dailynewsbin.com 189 257
2 thedailybeast.com 378 931 bipartisanreport.com 119 857
3 dailykos.com 324 351 bluenationreview.com 75 455
4 rawstory.com 297 256 crooksandliars.com 73 615
5 politicususa.com 293 419 occupydemocrats.com 73 143
6 time.com 252 468 shareblue.com 50 880
7 motherjones.com 210 280 usuncut.com 27 653
8 talkingpointsmemo.com 199 346
9 msnbc.com 177 090

10 mashable.com 173 129
11 salon.com 172 807
12 thinkprogress.org 172 144
13 newyorker.com 171 102
14 mediamatters.org 152 160
15 nymag.com 121 636
16 theintercept.com 109 591
17 thenation.com 54 661
18 people.com 47 942

Table A.1: Hostnames in each media category in 2016. We also show the number (N ) of tweets
with a URL pointing toward each hostname. Tweets with several URLs are counted multiple times.
Reproduced from [18]
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fake news extreme bias (right) news right news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 thegatewaypundit.com 1 883 852 breitbart.com 2 192 997 foxnews.com 3 136 578
2 hannity.com 428 483 dailymail.co.uk 600 523 dailycaller.com 771 765
3 waynedupree.com 258 838 bongino.com 346 103 washingtonexaminer.com 717 017
4 judicialwatch.org 233 085 thenationalpulse.com 215 017 justthenews.com 689 725
5 truepundit.com 176 647 freebeacon.com 197 092 thefederalist.com 687 091
6 zerohedge.com 165 960 newsmax.com 192 924 dailywire.com 396 233
7 davidharrisjr.com 150 887 pjmedia.com 123 338 theepochtimes.com 288 656
8 politicalflare.com 145 838 newsbusters.org 71 008 nationalreview.com 283 172
9 djhjmedia.com 112 049 therightscoop.com 66 676 saraacarter.com 267 237

10 rumble.com 101 979 americanthinker.com 59 142 townhall.com 256 631
11 theconservativetreehouse.com 99 716 theblaze.com 191 515
12 oann.com 97 325 thepostmillennial.com 181 674
13 thedcpatriot.com 90 209 westernjournal.com 165 914
14 washingtonews.today 79 314 redstate.com 144 010
15 rightwingtribune.com 58 442 thegreggjarrett.com 139 749
16 rt.com 54 985 bizpacreview.com 97 375
17 wnd.com 54 929 twitchy.com 95 401
18 gellerreport.com 54 277 trendingpolitics.com 92 094
19 nationalfile.com 52 393 lifenews.com 90 064
20 summit.news 49 539

right leaning news center news left leaning news
hostnames N hostnames N hostnames N

1 nypost.com 1 701 531 thehill.com 2 256 888 nytimes.com 6 775 402
2 wsj.com 887 537 apnews.com 1 182 504 washingtonpost.com 6 438 506
3 forbes.com 748 636 usatoday.com 993 957 cnn.com 5 577 352
4 washingtontimes.com 408 349 businessinsider.com 773 328 politico.com 2 290 755
5 foxbusiness.com 212 742 newsweek.com 756 820 nbcnews.com 2 231 564
6 thebulwark.com 175 417 reuters.com 746 033 theguardian.com 1 116 515
7 marketwatch.com 96 626 bbc.com 296 098 theatlantic.com 1 046 475
8 realclearpolitics.com 93 120 economist.com 123 939 abcnews.go.com 1 042 419
9 detroitnews.com 77 223 fivethirtyeight.com 101 824 npr.org 871 571

10 dallasnews.com 75 910 ft.com 91 524 bloomberg.com 767 059
11 rasmussenreports.com 58 712 foreignpolicy.com 87 729 cbsnews.com 747 442
12 chicagotribune.com 56 974 factcheck.org 79 456 cnbc.com 649 041
13 jpost.com 55 223 news.sky.com 78 372 axios.com 621 609
14 msn.com 613 127
15 news.yahoo.com 586 724
16 independent.co.uk 513 765
17 latimes.com 451 878
18 citizensforethics.org 382 101
19 buzzfeednews.com 369 962

left news extreme bias (left) news
hostnames N hostnames N

1 rawstory.com 2 148 200 occupydemocrats.com 18 151
2 msnbc.com 1 606 071 lancastercourier.com 5815
3 thedailybeast.com 1 404 756 deepleftfield.info 5753
4 huffpost.com 1 121 642 tplnews.com 4022
5 politicususa.com 671 043 bipartisanreport.com 3243
6 palmerreport.com 434 503 bossip.com 2287
7 motherjones.com 424 106 polipace.com 586
8 vox.com 420 613
9 vanityfair.com 352 964

10 nymag.com 320 049
11 newyorker.com 288 409
12 dailykos.com 288 384
13 slate.com 250 942
14 salon.com 229 583
15 rollingstone.com 190 828
16 thenation.com 130 272
17 alternet.org 126 788
18 theintercept.com 104 153

Table A.2: Hostnames in each media category in 2020. We also show the number (N ) of tweets
with a URL pointing toward each hostname. Tweets with several URLs are counted multiple times.
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2016

Nt pt Nu pu Nt/Nu pt,n/o pu,n/o Nt,n/o/Nu,n/o

Fake news 2 991 073 0.10 68 391 0.03 43.73 0.19 0.07 124.22
Extreme bias right 3 969 639 0.13 131 346 0.06 30.22 0.09 0.05 56.73
Right news 4 032 284 0.13 194 229 0.08 20.76 0.11 0.07 33.77
Right leaning news 1 006 746 0.03 64 771 0.03 15.54 0.18 0.09 31.56
Center news 6 322 257 0.21 600 546 0.26 10.53 0.20 0.05 38.10
Left leaning news 7 491 344 0.24 903 689 0.39 8.29 0.14 0.06 19.16
Left news 4 353 999 0.14 327 411 0.14 13.30 0.14 0.07 26.16
Extreme bias left 609 503 0.02 19 423 0.01 31.38 0.06 0.03 74.21

2020

Nt pt Nu pu Nt/Nu pt,n/o pu,n/o Nt,n/o/Nu,n/o

Fake news 4 348 747 0.06 99 020 0.03 43.92 0.01 0.01 81.77
Extreme bias right 4 064 820 0.06 107 250 0.03 37.90 0.02 0.01 73.62
Right news 8 691 901 0.12 382 358 0.10 22.73 0.02 0.01 44.52
Right leaning news 4 648 000 0.06 288 207 0.08 16.13 0.02 0.01 23.35
Center news 7 568 472 0.10 398 241 0.11 19.00 0.03 0.02 33.96
Left leaning news 33 093 267 0.45 2 136 830 0.59 15.49 0.03 0.02 22.85
Left news 10 513 306 0.14 237 685 0.07 44.23 0.03 0.02 73.42
Extreme bias left 39 857 0.00 887 0.00 44.93 0.05 0.02 82.59

Table A.3: Tweet and user volume corresponding to each media category on Twitter between
June 1st until election day in 2016 (top) and 2020 (bottom). Number, Nt, and proportion, pt, of
tweets with a URL pointing to a website belonging to one of the media categories. Number, Nu,
and proportion, pu, of unique users in each category. Users are classified in the category where
the posted the largest number of tweets. Ties are randomly assigned. Proportion of tweets sent by
non-official clients, pt,n/o, proportion of users having sent at least one tweet from an non-official
client, pu,n/o, and average number of tweets per user sent from non-official clients, Nt,n/o/Nu,n/o.
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News category Nodes Edges 〈k〉 max(kout) max(kin) σ(kout)/〈k〉 σ(kin)/〈k〉

2016

Fake News 175,605 1,143,083 6.51 42,468 1232 32± 4 2.49± 0.06
Extreme bias (right) 249,659 1,637,927 6.56 51,845 588 36± 6 2.73± 0.03
Right 345,644 1,797,023 5.20 86,454 490 44± 11 2.70± 0.04
Right leaning 216,026 495,307 2.29 32,653 129 45± 11 1.72± 0.02
Center 864,733 2,501,037 2.89 229,751 512 75± 39 2.69± 0.06
Left leaning 1,043,436 3,570,653 3.42 145,047 843 59± 19 3.38± 0.10
Left 536,903 1,801,658 3.36 58,901 733 47± 12 3.50± 0.08
Extreme bias (left) 78,911 277,483 3.52 23,168 648 33± 6 2.49± 0.08

2020

Fake News 367,487 1,861,620 5.06 90,125 292 59± 11 2.05± 0.02
Extreme bias (right) 445,776 2,008,760 4.50 89,902 313 60± 16 2.09± 0.02
Right 674,935 4,452,861 6.59 109,053 607 54± 9 2.43± 0.03
Right leaning 882,552 3,203,999 3.63 115,302 298 59± 16 1.86± 0.02
Center 1,163,610 4,461,011 3.83 276,289 709 65± 29 2.37± 0.04
Left leaning 2,355,587 17,461,102 7.41 325,726 1,564 63± 20 3.62± 0.05
Left 819,684 4,688,119 5.71 175,841 1,042 57± 14 2.68± 0.04
Extreme bias (left) 21,411 26,888 1.25 5,755 27 41± 3 0.60± 0.01

Table A.4: Retweet network characteristics for each news category. Number of nodes, edges,
average degree and degree heterogeneity of each network. The in- and out-degree heterogeneities
are calculated by taking the average and standard error of 1000 independent samples of the degree
heterogeneity (σ(kin)/〈k〉 and σ(kout)/〈k〉), each of which is computed on 78,911 samples with
replacements from their respective degree distributions.
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rank fake news extreme bias (right) news right news right leaning news
(7 verified, 2 deleted, (15 verified, 1 deleted, (22 verified, 0 deleted, (20 verified, 1 deleted
19 unverified) 9 unverified) 2 unverified) 4 unverified)

1 @PrisonPlanetX @realDonaldTrumpX @FoxNewsX @WSJX
2 @RealAlexJonesX @DailyCallerX @realDonaldTrumpX @WashTimesX
3 @zerohedge @BreitbartNewsX @dcexaminerX @RT comX
4 @DRUDGE REPORT @wikileaksX @DRUDGE REPORT @realDonaldTrumpX
5 @realDonaldTrumpX @DRUDGE REPORT @nypostX @RT AmericaX
6 @mitchellviiX @seanhannityX @FoxNewsInsiderX @WSJPoliticsX
7 deleted @WayneDupreeShowX @DailyMailX @DRUDGE REPORT
8 @TruthFeedNews @LindaSuhler @AllenWestX @KellyannePollsX
9 @RickRWells @mitchellviiX @RealJamesWoodsX @TeamTrumpX

10 deleted @LouDobbsX @foxandfriendsX @LouDobbsX
11 @gatewaypunditX @PrisonPlanetX @foxnationX @rebeccaballhausX
12 @infowars @DonaldJTrumpJrX @LouDobbsX @WSJopinionX
13 @Lagartija Nix @gerfingerpoken @KellyannePollsX @reidepsteinX
14 @DonaldJTrumpJrX @FreeBeaconX @JudicialWatchX deleted
15 @ThePatriot143 @gerfingerpoken2 @PrisonPlanetX @JasonMillerinDCX
16 @V of Europe @TeamTrumpX @wikileaksX @DanScavinoX
17 @KitDaniels1776 @Italians4Trump @TeamTrumpX @PaulManafortX
18 @Italians4Trump @benshapiroX @IngrahamAngleX @SopanDebX
19 @ Makada @KellyannePollsX @marklevinshowX @asamjulian
20 @BigStick2013 @DanScavinoX @LifeZetteX @JudicialWatchX
21 @conserv tribuneX deleted @theblazeX @ Makada
22 @Miami4Trump @JohnFromCranber @FoxBusinessX @mtraceyX
23 @MONAKatOILS @true pundit @foxnewspoliticsX @Italians4Trump
24 @JayS2629 @ThePatriot143 @BIZPACReview @TelegraphX
25 @ARnews1936 @RealJack @DonaldJTrumpJrX @RealClearNewsX

rank center news left leaning news left news extreme bias (left) news
(24 verified, 0 deleted, (25 verified, 0 deleted (21 verified, 0 deleted, (7 verified, 1 deleted,
1 unverified) 0 unverified) 0 unverified) 17 unverified)

1 @CNNX @nytimesX @HuffPostX @BipartisanismX
2 @thehillX @washingtonpostX @TIMEX @PalmerReportX
3 @politicoX @ABCX @thedailybeastX @peterdaouX
4 @CNNPoliticsX @NBCNewsX @RawStoryX @crooksandliarsX
5 @ReutersX @SlateX @HuffPostPolX @BoldBlueWave
6 @NateSilver538X @PolitiFactX @NewYorkerX @ShareblueX
7 @APX @CBSNewsX @MotherJonesX @Karoli
8 @businessX @voxdotcomX @TPMX @RealMuckmaker
9 @USATODAYX @ABCPoliticsX @SalonX @GinsburgJobs

10 @AP PoliticsX @ezrakleinX @thinkprogressX @AdamsFlaFan
11 @FiveThirtyEightX @nytpoliticsX @mmfaX @mcspocky
12 @bpoliticsX @guardianX @joshtpmX @ShakestweetzX
13 @jaketapperX @NYDailyNewsX @MSNBCX deleted
14 @DRUDGE REPORT @latimesX @NYMagX @JSavoly
15 @cnnbrkX @BuzzFeedNewsX @samsteinX @OccupyDemocrats
16 @businessinsiderX @MediaiteX @JuddLegumX @ZaibatsuNews
17 @AC360X @HillaryClintonX @mashableX @wvjoe911
18 @cnniX @nytopinionX @theinterceptX @DebraMessingX
19 @brianstelterX @CillizzaCNNX @DavidCornDCX @SayNoToGOP
20 @KellyannePollsX @MSNBCX @dailykosX @coton luver
21 @wikileaksX @KFILEX @JoyAnnReidX @EJLandwehr
22 @SopanDebX @TheAtlanticX @nxthompsonX @mch7576
23 @KFILEX @SopanDebX @thenationX @RVAwonk
24 @BBCWorldX @FahrentholdX @justinjm1X @ Carja
25 @NewDayX @BuzzFeedX @ariannahuffX @Brasilmagic

Table A.5: Top 25 CI news spreaders of the retweet networks corresponding to each media
category in 2016. Verified users have a checkmark (X) next to their username. Verifying its
accounts is a feature offered by Twitter, that “lets people know that an account of public interest
is authentic”. Unverified accounts do not have a checkmark and accounts marked as deleted have
been deleted, either by Twitter or by the users themselves. Reproduced from [18].
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rank fake news extreme bias (right) news right news right leaning news
(10 verified, 8 deleted, (23 verified, 2 deleted, (23 verified, 1 deleted, (23 verified, 2 deleted
7 unverified) 0 unverified) 1 unverified) 0 unverified)

1 @seanhannityX (12) @DonaldJTrumpJrX (25) @DonaldJTrumpJrX @nypostX
2 deleted (3) @BreitbartNewsX (19) @marklevinshowX (1) @WSJX
3 @DavidJHarrisJr @dbonginoX @jsolomonReports @DonaldJTrumpJrX
4 @JudicialWatchX @marklevinshowX (9) @RealJamesWoodsX @EricTrumpX
5 @WayneDupreeShowX (1) @realDonaldTrump (1) @FoxNewsX (4) @realDonaldTrump
6 @catturd2 @newsmaxX @SaraCarterDCX (2) @WashTimesX
7 @TomFittonX @DailyMailX @DailyCallerX @marklevinshowX
8 @OANNX @RaheemKassamX @MZHemingwayX @brithumeX
9 @dbonginoX @RealJamesWoodsX @TrumpWarRoomX @RealJamesWoodsX

10 @Thomas1774Paine @joelpollakX (3) @dcexaminerX @KimStrasselX
11 @RealMattCouch @JackPosobiecX @JackPosobiecX @newtgingrichX
12 deleted @TomFittonX @seanmdavX @TrumpWarRoomX
13 (3) @zerohedge @TrumpWarRoomX @realDailyWireX deleted
14 @Rasmussen PollX @RCamposDuffyX @GOPChairwomanX @MichaelCBenderX
15 @atensnut @EricTrumpX (2) @realDonaldTrump @RandPaulX
16 (1) @PrisonPlanetX @JasonMillerinDCX @GreggJarrettX (15) @JasonMillerinDCX
17 @CassandraRulesX (14) @FreeBeaconX @newtgingrichX @JackPosobiecX
18 deleted @AlexMarlowX @kayleighmcenanyX @BillKristolX
19 @DineshDSouzaX @bennyjohnsonX @RepDougCollinsX @AriFleischerX
20 (5) @realDonaldTrump @FrankelJeremyX @RichardGrenellX @Rasmussen PollX
21 @HowleyReporter deleted @AndrewCMcCarthyX @IngrahamAngleX
22 deleted @SteveGuestX @SteveGuestX @RudyGiulianiX
23 deleted @BrentScherX @SecretsBedardX @MZHemingwayX
24 deleted @IngrahamAngleX @parscaleX @ForbesX
25 deleted @kimguilfoyleX @dbonginoX (11) @rebeccaballhausX

rank center news left leaning news left news extreme bias (left) news
(24 verified, 0 deleted, (24 verified, 0 deleted (23 verified, 0 deleted, (3 verified, 1 deleted,
1 unverified) 1 unverified) 2 unverified) 21 unverified)

1 (2) @thehillX @CNNX (13) @MSNBCX @DearAuntCrabby
2 (7) @APX (1) @nytimesX (3) @thedailybeastX @funderX
3 (5) @ReutersX @kylegriffin1X @kylegriffin1X @ImpeachmentHour
4 @kylegriffin1X (3) @ABCX (19) @DavidCornDCX @MeidasTouch
5 @JonLemireX (2) @washingtonpostX (1) @HuffPostX @TheDemCoalitionX
6 @NewsweekX @CNNPoliticsX @NoahShachtmanX @grantsternX
7 @yarotrofX @NPRX (4) @RawStoryX (15) @OccupyDemocrats
8 (9) @USATODAYX (4) @NBCNewsX (7) @MotherJonesX @Stop Trump20
9 @ProjectLincoln (7) @CBSNewsX @TeaPainUSA @InSpiteOfTrump

10 @JoeBidenX @politicoX @svdateX @froggneal
11 @TheDemCoalitionX @ddale8X @voxdotcomX @atav1k
12 @TheEconomistX @CREWcrewX @maddowX @diamondlilron
13 (10) @AP PoliticsX @cnnbrkX @joncoopertweetsX @HollyHuntley3
14 @TheRickWilsonX @maddowX @SlateX deleted
15 @tribelawX @jaketapperX @PoliticusSarahX @patrickinmass
16 @SkyNewsX @ThePlumLineGSX @tribelawX @Franpianos
17 @maddowX @NatashaBertrandX @JoeBidenX @willapercy
18 @FinancialTimesX @tribelawX @TheRickWilsonX @Jerrygence
19 @joncoopertweetsX @axiosX @realTuckFrumper @bethlevin
20 @FrankFigliuzzi1X (18) @nytopinionX @VanityFairX @nyx with
21 @JimLaPortaX @maggieNYTX @CREWcrewX @vg123e
22 @DonaldJTrumpJrX (14) @latimesX (6) @NewYorkerX @watercutter11
23 (24) @BBCWorldX @ProjectLincoln @PalmerReportX @404HDTV
24 @APFactCheckX @60MinutesX @11thHourX @j starace
25 @KamalaHarrisX @businessX (5) @HuffPostPolX @amberofmanyhats

Table A.6: Top 25 CI news spreaders of the retweet networks corresponding to each media
category in 2020. Verified users have a checkmark (X) next to their username. Unverified accounts
do not have a checkmark and accounts marked as deleted have been deleted, either by Twitter or
by the users themselves. If a user held a position in the top 25 in 2016 as well, we mark that
position for reference in parentheses next to the username. Despite @realDonaldTrump having
their account permanently suspended, due to the role they played in the 2020 Election, we have
chosen to keep their original Twitter username in the table. However, we count this account as
deleted, and have removed their previously assigned checkmark.
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Year Modularity (SE) Normalized Cut (SE) Right Ratio Left Ratio
2016 0.234 (0.004) 0.66 (0.03) 0.038 0.05
2020 0.236 (0.007) 0.58 (0.03) 0.038 0.08

Table A.7: Tabulated analysis of the similarity network using quotes instead of retweets for the
top influencers (as determined by the CI rankings of the retweet networks). The similarity network
is found for the 2016 and 2020 data. Using Louvain community detection reveals two commu-
nities with left- and center-oriented influencers in one community, and right- and fake-oriented
influencers in the other. Left side of table: average modularity and average normalized cut, with
the standard errors (SE) in parentheses, determined by taking sub-samples of influencers from the
quote similarity network, detecting the two dichotomous communities with the sub-sampled quote
similarity network, then recording their modularities and normalized cuts. Right side of table: ratio
of quotes-to-retweets within the complete similarity network. Specifically, number of user quotes
of influencer tweets over number of user retweets of influencer tweets. Right ratio indicates the
average ratio for the community with right-oriented influencers. Left ratio indicates the average
ratio for the community with left-oriented influencers. These ratios are found for both 2016 and
2020.

A overall quotes/retweets
2016 2020

from users
right 0.03 0.03

left 0.05 0.04
B quotes/retweets

2016 2020
to influencers

right left right left

from users
right 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.49

left 0.56 0.03 3.76 0.03

Table A.8: Comparison of fraction of retweets and quotes from users to influencers with differ-
ent latent ideology estimates. Users and influencers are divided in two categories based on their
ideology estimates, namely left (ideology <0) and right (ideology>0). Table A shows the overall
proportion of quotes over retweets from users on the right and on the left revealing that the number
of quotes represent only a small fraction (≤ 5%) of the number of retweets. Table B shows the
proportion of quotes over retweets from users to influencers for all pairs of ideology categories in
2016 and in 2020.
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users distributions influencers distributions
2016 95% CI 2020 95% CI difference 2016 95% CI 2020 95% CI difference

all 0.1086 [0.1082,0.1091] 0.1474 [0.1471,0.1477] 0.0388 0.1786 [0.1606,0.1965] 0.2091 [0.1907,0.2282 0.0305
common users 0.0941 [0.0934,0.0947] 0.1172 [0.1166,0.1178] 0.0231 0.1793 [0.1616,0.1979] 0.2143 [0.1952,0.2336] 0.0350

common influencers 0.1070 [0.1065,0.1076] 0.1830 [0.1825,0.1834] 0.0760 0.1641 [0.1290,0.1951] 0.1741 [0.1376,0.2122] 0.0100
common users

and influencers 0.0947 [0.0940,0.0955] 0.1399 [0.1390,0.1406] 0.0452 0.1650 [0.1314,0.2034] 0.1719 [0.1379,0.2086] 0.0069

Table A.9: Hartigans’ dip test statistics of the users and influencers latent ideology distributions
when considering all users and influencers, only users that were present in 2016 and 2020, only
influencers that were present in 2016 and 2020 and only users and influencers that were present
in 2016 and 2020. 95% confidence intervals are computed from 1000 bootstrap samples with the
bias-corrected and accelerated confidence intervals method.
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